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I DIE S IL EORN-THEORY. 

1.MIXED DETERMINANTS. 

2.THE PEDAL CORRESPONDENCE. 





I qualified for the degree of M.A. with third class honours in 

mathematics,in the University of Madras,in1917;this degree has 

been accepted by the Senate as equivalent to the degree of M.A. 

or B.S0. with honours in the university of St.Andrews.I was in 

ettendance as a research student at the University from /v.ker 
122 to Wily1g4+. 
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treated impar 

is given an 

apparently special footing;but,to shew that this is only eppe 

rent and does not affect the interchangeability of the two suf 

fixes,we have only to observe that the first definition is equi 

Valent to the second,since every term of the former occurs .' 

times with the same sign. 

The analogue of the first definition is contra-indicted for 

the cubic determinant;for,each term of the determinant would 

occur as many times with the positive,as with the negative sign . ) 

so that th it would vanish identically.The second definition 

does not make the cubic determinant vanish,but when we edopt it, 
the difference of role belonging to the first suffix,which was 

only apparent in the case of the determinant /;[,becomes now a 

this paper, r:'] 
· 5 _bl a «. 
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zj, "j» In the first definition tfe two suffixes ,j 'are 

tially.In the second definition the first suffix 

MIXED DE TERMIN A N TS. 

The ides of extending the determinant-concept to higher dimen 

sions is a netural one.We find as a matter of fact,the first 

mention of cubic determinants ss early .s 1861.In the passage 

from the plane to the cubic determinant,one was however con 

fronted with a difficulty,which necessitated a choice destined 

to have far-reeching implications. 

Two equivalent definitions are possible for the ordinary deter 

minant of order ,namely in the notation usually adopted in 

¢ 

real difference. 



Reflecting on this today,one would perhaps be inclined to say 
that the generalisation of the determinant-concept by the use 

of suffixes with either of two characters,was writ large on 

the very initial notion of the cubic determinant,and was only 

waiting to become a full-fledged theory,for the touch of the 

first mathemetiian who chanced to deal with the topic.But 

from the inception of the ides of the cubic determinant in 

1861 to the first publication of the extension by RICE in 1918¢ 

the period of time which elapsed was long for a popular subject 

like determinants.This would seem a little strange,when we con 

sider that among those who worked at the subject in the inter 

val,were some of the greatest contributors to the theory of 

many-dimensional determinants,CAYLEY,SCOTT,and GEGENBAUER. 

Two reasons seem to have been mainly responsible for this slow 

ness of emergence of the ides of character in the suffix.The 

first reason is connected with the general difficulty of sus 

tained mathemsticel operations in higher dimensions.In most mem 

oirs on many-dimensional determinants one cannot avoid the feel 

ing that the intellect has been kept at full tension by the 

mere fact of the dimensional extension,and has no spare attent 

ion to devote to more delicate matters of theory.There are indecl 

two well-marked stages undergone by the student of the mathema 

ties of many-dimensional space.The first stage is one of strugg 
struggle and straining,where all the processes are painfully 
slow and conscious,and the intellect has to be put through a 

severe discipline,and taught to function without the visual 

support;Tthe general feature of this stage is thus the effort 
to reise thought from a partially perceptual to a purely con 
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ceptual level.In the second stage,by dint of practice,the pro 

cesses here become swift and easy,and the dimensional number is 

no longer felt to be an obstacle,as the reasoning faculty has 

learnt to work through concepts in which it figures only as an 

unessential feature, 

The second reason why the possibility of two characters was sl 

shut out from the eyes of the earlier investigators,is of a 

more special kind,and is connected with the vanishing of the 

cubic determinant without non-signant suffixes.On the threshold 

of the subject of cubic determinants,the mind is naturally not 

attracted by any hypothesis which necessitates their identical« 

vanishing.There is consequently e complete surrender to the 

less symmetrical alternative,and the attitude comes to be edop 

ted,that the special role of the first suffix in the cubic de 

terminant is not a matter of choice at all,but belongs to the 

nature of things.This notion once formed is difficult to eradi 

cate. 

Historically,however,it would appear that it was not the feel 

1ng of a fundamental unsymmetry in the pre-Rice odd-dimensional 

determinant,which inspired the extension to mixed determinant, 

but that the motif was supplied rather by the desire to extend 

the scope of Scott's law of multiplication.It appears to me to 
0du 

be,misplacement of emphasis to characterise the extension,as 

Lecat does,as one which admits file-multiplication even when 

the determinants are of odd dimensions.It is true that the Scott 

law of multiplication brings out crucially the difference of 
/ 

character in the suffix,and should necessarily be considered in 

connection with mixed determinants.But logically speaking,it 



must be insisted that,irrespectiveof any process of multiplice 

tion of determinants,we are already fully committed to the exten 

sion in having admitted e single suffix of the non-determinantal 

type in the cubic determinant. 

The theory of determinants has been in its first inception and 

development,and in its general features,inseparable from the 

theory of forms;this connection has not been lost in the case of 

the mixed determinant.One aspect in which it appears in the pre 

sent paper is in the theory of me(icular and extensional inva 

riants;there is s connection of mixed determinants with trans 

vectants pointed out by Rice,and there are doubtless other as 

pects still awaiting discovery.It will be of great use to remem 

ber in this connection,that the importance of file-multiplication . 
lies (as has been pointed out in the paper),not so much in its 

application to the product of two many-dimensional determinants, 

which is only its secondary or derivative aspect,but in its bear 

ing on the process of transformation of the matrix of the multi 

linear form by multiplication with to-dimensional determinants. 

I think it necessery to emphasise this,as the theory as one finds 

it today,does not possess any conscious method.I think that fu 

ture research in this subject should guide itself by following 
the lines of form-theory;only thus will several matters still ob 

scure be cleared up. 

There is room for speculation as to the true inward significance 

of the signant and non-signant characters.The subject of mathema 
tics is full of dualities and reciprocal symmetries of various which 
kinds,for,it would not be easy to find a basis of classification, 
There is however one particular family of th ese dualities,which 
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in their rudimentary form appear as the opposition between 

"even" and "odd",and which,when analysed,seem to depend ulti 

mately on the notion of group and the contrast between the iden 

tical operation and the involutoric operation.This even-odd dua 

lity,as we may call it,pursues us under different names through 

out mathematics,end in the form of certain ideas,like "even end 

odd substitutions","symmetric and skew","commutative end alter 

nating",constitutes the foundation of various branches of mathe 

matical science.It is this same duality which appears agein in 

Invariant Theory as the duality of the invariant-process consist 

ing of Polarisation and Convolution;it is this duality again, 

which is given its rightful place in the foundations of determi 

nent-theory,through the conception of the dual character of the 

surf£ix. 

A feature of this even-odd duality should be noticed,namely that 

the relation between its two members is not a symmetric or inter 

changeable one,that is to say,the difference between them is one 

of inherent character (like the difference between the identical 

and the involutoric operation),not one of mutual aspect (lire 

that between right and left).In this respect it differs from cer 

tain other familiar dualities,like that of positive and negative 
(in certain of their significations),and the duality between o. 
contragredient sets of variables,or between the top and bottom 

suffixes in the tensor notation, 

There is no doubt that the subjects in which this duality is de 

veloped in full measure,and in faultless balance of contrast (as 

for instance,the parallel geometrical theory of the , qua.rie po 
larity and the null system),are among the most elevating end 



culturally valuable parts of mathematical theory.This balance 

of contrast is well noticeable in the theory of the mixed deter 

minant,in the interchange of sections,in development by link 

age,end in skew-symmetry.There is however much scope for further 
work 

in this connection,both generally and in regard to skew-symmetry 

a.s e likely result of which, the general features of the two 

types of suffixes will appear in fuller detail,and in clearer 

outline. 
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XVI.-On Mixed Determinants. .By R. Vaidyanathaswamy. 

(MS. received March 31, 1924. Read June 2, 1924.) 

IT is well known that the value of a cubic (or odd-dimensional) deter- 
minant [a] (i,j, k=1, 2, ...n) will reduce identically to zero, if exactly 
similar roles are assigned to all the suffixes in determining the signs of the 
terms. To escape this difficulty, the usual theory of determinants of higher 
dimensions assigns a special r~le to the first suffix i, and considers that 
the class of the permutation of the values of i in any term makes no 
contribution to the sign of the term. This is, in effect, to make the suffix i 
non-determinamtal in character. 

It might be reasonably held, that the assigning of a special non 
determinantal r~le to one particular suffix is highly objectionable, not only 
because it is against the spirit of the determinant-concept, but also since it 
leads to results which are discordant with the Theory of Forms. In this 
paper we shall, however, take an inclusive view, and investigate a 
generalised kind of determinant the miced determinant-which possesses 
partly suffixes with the familiar determinantal property, and partly non 
determinantal suffixes of the type iwhich we call Scott suffices. A 
mixed determinant which possesses no Scott suffixes is a determinant in 
the strict sense, or a pure determinant. 

A perusal of this paper will show that Scott suffixes belong naturally 
to the theory of determinants, inasmuch as they arise spontaneously even 
in the properties of pure determinants. It will appear in fact, that a 
theory which restricts itself solely to pure determinants is not self 
complete, but is on the other hand naturally led therefrom to create Scott 
suffixes also. 

DEFINITION AND FUNDAMENTAL PROPERTIES. 

$ 1. An array of elements ...%. .(i,j,...a, 8,...=1,2,... ), 
each of which has p suffixes, is called a p-dimensional matria of the nth 
order. The elements of the matrix may be conceived topographically as 
arranged in the form of a hyper-cube in space of p dimensions. The 
totality of the elements of the matrix, in which the value of a particular 
suffix i is a fixed number, forms a (p- I)-dimensional matrix which may 
be called a section of the given matrix, corresponding to the suffix i. 
Similarly the elements of the matrix, in which r specified suffixes have 



Thus a pure one-dimensional deteriant vanishes identically, ad a 
one-dimensional Scott function is equal to the product of its elements.$ 

The word "determinant used without any qualification is to be understood to mean 
" mixed determinant." 

t A permutation is of even or odd class, according as it is equivalent to an even or odd 
number of interchanges. The sign associated with the permutation is + in the former and 
- in the latter case. 

t The term "Scott function" is used by Hedrick, Annals of Math., 2nd series, 1-2, to 
denote a "signless determinant "[a]. " " 

$ The question of the validity of this theorem for n=l is one of some interest, though 
it has little or no practical importance. While, according to this theorem, the pure 
one-element determinant la] vanishes, we are assured with equal certainty from the 

summed for all sets of permutations a,c2 ... a,, 6,6,...~...·» 
via... ihhs...hs...each of 1, 2, ... , the sign indicated being 
the product of the signs associated ' with the permutations i,ia ... % 
hh·..1s.·.. It should be noticed particularly that the classes of 
the permutations a,0 . .. n ... of the Scott suffixes, have no effect 
on the sign of the term. Every term occurs obviously m ! times in the 
summation. 

A determinant will be called a pure determinant if it has no Scott 
suffix, and a Scott functiont if it has no determinantal suffix. To 
illustrate the definition of determinant, let us evaluate the one-dimensional 
determinants [a;] and [a'], of which the former is a pure determinant, and 
the latter a Scott function. We have: 

169 On Mixed Determinants. 

fixed values, form a (p--r)-dimensional matrix, which may be called a 
subsection corresponding to the suffixes. It is clear that as the particular 
suffix i, or the r specified suffixes, take various fixed values, the corre 

sponding sections and subsections will be parallel to each other in the 
topographical representation. . 

The matrix [a] can be associated with a single number called its 
" determinant." We recognise, however, that any suffix may have either 
of two different characters which affect the computation of the determinant 
in different ways. Thus, if a, 8, ... are Scott suffixes (written for 
distinctness at the top) and i,j, ... are determinantal suffixes (written at 
the bottom), the determinant A of the matrix is defined as follows: 

A - \ o.(J . . . \- � "' ( - )Ii, j, : .. ] o.,/J, . . . a,�, . . . . "-n/Jn ••. 
-"... n!-' ...%...>·.·%...' 

1923-24.] 
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$2. The following fundamental properties are easily seen to follow 
from the definition of determinant: 

(I) A determinant is mot altered im value by imterchange of two 
suffices of like character. The determinant is, however, altered by 
interchanging a Scott and a determinantal suffix. 

(2) The interchange of two values of amy suffia i leaves the determiamt 
unaltered or chamges its sign, accordimg as i is a Scott or a determiamtal 
suffice. 

If a section of a matrix corresponding to a suffix be called a Scott or 
a determinantal section according to the character of the suffix, this 
theorem might be stated as follows: 

The iterchamge of two parallel sections of a determinamt leaves it 
unaltered or chages its sign, according as they are Scott or deter 
mimatal sections. 

As a corollary we have: 
If the corresponding elements of two parallel determinamtal sections 

have a constamt ratio, the determimamt vamishes identically. 
(3) A determiat vanishes identically, unless it has am even mumber 

of determimamtal suffices. 
In particular, a pure determinant of odd dimensions vanishes 

identically. 

DEVELOPMENT BY LINKAGE OF SUFFIXES. 

$ 3. The Scott and the determinantal characters of a suffix have a close 
analogy with the signs plus and minus. We define the product of two 
or more characters to mean the character which corresponds to the pro 
duct of their corresponding signs. Thus the product of like (that is, two 
theory of elimination from linear equations, that the same pure determinant should have 
the value a. The contradiction arises from the fact that our theory of determinants is 
concerned only with determinants of definite dimensionality. A determinant of order one 
is of indeterminate dimensions, corresponding to the geometrical fact that a point could be 
considered as the shrinking limit of a piece of continuum of any number of dimensions. 
Hence if we are given a one-element determinant [a], and if we are told in addition that it 
is a p-dimensional determinant with q Scott suffices, we would logically be in a position to 
evaluate it ; namely [a]=a or 0, according as p -q is even or odd. 

The following slightly different point of view may perhaps be considered preferable. 
The concept of determinant as a number associated with an ordered spatial array, is 
based essentially on the notion of suffix. Now a suffix is something which possesses 
necessarily afield of variation. But if the order is equal to one, there is no field of 
variation and therefore, strictly speaking, there are no suffixes (unless convention steps in 
and says that there are). Hence determinants of order unity are determinants of zero 
dimensions, and therefore may be legitimately considered to be meaningless . 

As this case does not occur in practice, it is immaterial which of these two views 
we adopt. 



 JD 

I 
I 

Scott or two determinantal) characters is the Scott character, the product 
of unlike characters is the determinantal character. 

The determinant \ a \ was defined in $ 1 as � 
! times the sum of a 

number of terms, the summation being extended for all independent 

permutations of the values of the various suffixes. Suppose now that 

A, are any two suffixes, and that their values for the elements in any 
term of [a] are Al ... »} a.·. ,~. The set p,a pu, can be 
obtained by performing a permutation 9 upon the set1,la ... )~. Here 
Q can be any one of the ! permutations of 1, 2, ... m. We can 
accordingly class the terms in the expansion into ! groups, each group 
corresponding to a permutation 0. It should be noticed that the suffix 
has no freedom within any of these groups, since the permutation of its 
values in a term is determined from the permutation of the values of A in 
the same term and the linkage permutation 9. It is obvious that each 

of these groups of terms, multiplied by ,, is the expansion (possibly 

with the sign changed throughout) of a determinant ]b], which has all 
the suffixes of ]a] except the suffix p. 

By interchanging two values of a suffix, it also becomes obvious 
that any suffix other than ) has the same character in each [b], as it 
has in ]a]. 'To determine the character of ) in [b], suppose that two 
values of ) are interchanged therein. Then on account of the linkage 
of with , it follows that in the corresponding group of terms not only 
two values of , but also two values of p will be thereby interchanged. 
Hence the character of i each determinant [b] is the product of the 
characters of , i the given determiamt [a]. 

Finally, to determine whether each group of terms is equal to plus 
or mius the corresponding determinant [b], compare the signs with 
which a term occurs in [a], and in the expansion of a determinant [b]. 
Since suffixes other than A, have the same character in any [b] as in [a\, 
any difference of sign must be due to the fact, that in the former case the 
sign of the term is affected by the permutations of the 's and the 's 
(according to the character of , in [a]), while in the latter, it is affected 
by the permutation of the 's (according to the character of in [b]). 

Supposing first that is a Scott suffix, it has no effect on the sign in 
the former case ; further, will have like character in [bl and in [a], 
and will therefore affect the sign similarly in the two cases. Thus there 
is no difference of sign. Hence, if is a Scott suffi, the determimamt 
la]is equal to the sum of the n ! determimamts [b]. 

171 On Mixed Determinants. 1923-24.] 
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Suppose next that is a determinantal suffix. Then in the former 
case it introduces the sign pertaining to the permutation of its values. 
Further, A will have unlike character in j b I and in I aJ; therefore it does 
not affect the sign in one of the two cases, and introduces the sign pertain 
ing to the permutation of its values, in the other. Thus the net difference 
of sign is the product of the signs associated with the permutations of 
the 's and the p's in the term-that is to say, the sign associated with 
the corresponding linkage permutation 9. Hence, if is a determimatal 
suffa, the determinant [a] is the sum of the n! determinants [b], each 
take with the sign of its associated likage permutation 9. 

Taking all possible characters of ) and , we have four types of 
development which are tabulated below. 

A ]...J =,n...' 
5/. ] rh L·. «or..· d I. By linking ~ with a, A= 2m., where 'm...=•...an 

the summation is for all permutations 8,6%... 3,of 1,2, ... • 
I1. By Ii»king a wit i, A=2 [03:], where v3=«! and 

the summation is for all permutations a,as ... a, of 1,2, ... • 

III . B }' k" · 'th A '± I b/3y · · · I h bf3y · · • a/3y · • . . iy hang wn a, =L «ik..,, were ax...=;jk... 
and the summation is for all permutations i,is ... i, of 1, 2, . . , the 
ambiguous sign being that associated with this permutation. 

IV By I»k· ' ith A. ±/i··, h I'w-. .a8w.. . y lnmg w , =L '... ,were ... =4... 

and the summation is for all permutations j,ha ... j, of 1,2, ... , the 
ambiguous sign being that associated with this permutation. 

We may observe that the development of an ordinary determinant 
]aa] is a particular case of IV. For by IV 

lag[=±]b], where b'= @ 

Since a one-dimensional Scott function ]b] is equal to the product of its 
elements, this reduces to the usual development. 

$ 4. The process of development by linkage may be applied simultane 
ously to more than two suffixes. Thus by linking up r suffixes , , ... 
with the suffix , a p-dimensional determinant I a I of order , is expressed 
as the sum of ( !)'(p --r)-dimensional determinants ]b] of the same order, 
each taken with a certain sign. The suffixes , v, ... do not appear in 
]b], suffixes other than A have the same character in any [b] as in [a], 
and the character of ) in each ]b] is the product of the characters of 
Av»...in[a]. The sign to be attached to any determinant [b] is 

' 

H 



8...···_I"·' for all values of \, p, )••• 1).•• 

% 

I 

I 
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to the permutations which express the 
The proof of all 

On Mixed Determinants. 

It is easy to see that every subsection of ]a] corresponding to , p, is 
identical with [b]. Each of the ( !) determinants which arise in the 
development of [a] by linkage of A, , ... with any of the other suffixes, 
is obviously identical with I b I - Hence 

a]=(![h]. 

As a particular case, if in a cubic determinant la'] we have a'=', then 
lo'.l=n.I 

SKEW-SYMMETRY. 

$ 5. A determinant is said to possess skew-symmetry in two suffixes a, , 
if the interchange of the values of a, /3 in any element merely alters the 
sign of the element. In particular the elements, in which a, (3 have equal 
values, vanish. 

A determinant which possesses skew-symmetry im two suffices of like 
character, vanishes identically, unless it is of even orden. 

For, by § 2, the interchange of the two suffixes does not alter the value 
of the determinant, since they are of like character. But on account of 
the skew-symmetry, this interchange should multiply the determinant 
by (--I), where is the order. Whence the result. 

A determinant which possesses skew-symmetry im two suffices a, of 
unlike character, vanishes identically whether the order be even 
or odd. 

Let 3 be a Scott and a a determinantal suffix. Develop the given 
This remarkable theorem and its proof are due in substance to Campbell, Proe. L.M.S. vol. xxiv, lst series. ·» 

the product of the signs belonging 
linkage of the determiamtol suffixes among p,» .... 
these statements is immediate. 

As an instance of development by multiple linkage, we observe, that 
on developing I a I by linking up all its suffixes with one of them, and 
evaluating the resulting one-dimensional determinants [b], we reach the 
expansion defining I a I - 

As a second illustration, let us evaluate a p-dimensional determinant 
I a I of order , in which the values of the elements are independent of 
the values of q of the suffixes i\, µ,, ... (say). If any of the q suffixes 
,p,...is determinantal, then parallel determinantal sections of ]a] will 
be identical, so that I a I will vanish identically. We therefore suppose 
A, p,...to be Scott suffixes, and write 

1923-24.] 

2 
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determinant by linkage of ~ with a, into the sum of m ! determinants [b]. 
Let every linkage permutation Q be expressed in the form @,@» ••• «r, 
where « is a cyclic permutation on of the numbers I,, ... , so that 

Let any other linkage permutation a' be said to belong to the same 
group as 9, if it is derived from 9 by changing any number of the cyclic 
permutations « into their inverses. Then it is seen easily that any two 
determinants ]b ] corresponding to linkage permutations 9, ' of the same 
group, are such that the terms of either are equal (on taking account of 
the skew-symmetry) to the terms of the other in absolute value. 

To prove that the sum of the determinants I b I corresponding to all 
linkage permutations of a group is identically zero, suppose that Q' is derived 
from Q by changing k of the cyclic permutations «-say ,0»... «. 
into their inverses. Then the difference of signs attached to a term 
as it appears in the two determinants ]b] corresponding to 9 and Q', is 
(--1)+n,+...+n, due to the skew-symmetry and (--1)-1+n,-1... +n-1 
due to the alteration in the class of the a-permutation. 'The net difference 
of sign is thus (--1). Since the number of ways of choosing an even 
number of a's from «,6... , is equal to the number of ways of choosing 
an odd number, it follows that in each group of determinants [b] every 
term will occur as often with the positive as with the negative sign. Thus 
each group of determinants [b], and therefore the given determinant 
vanishes identically.* 

We can also evaluate the determinant for the case in which the skew 
symmetry is partial, and does not extend to the vanishing of the elements 
in which a, 8 have equal values. It is not difficult to see that the differ 
ence of sign which was found to be (--1) will now be (--I)', where k' is 
the number of numbers ,%... , which are different from unity. The 
theorem that the sum of the determinants I b I corresponding to all linkage 
permutations of a group is identically zero, will still be true for all groups, 
excepting the particular group which is formed by the identical permutation 
only. Thus the given determinant will in this case be equal to that 
determinant [b], the linkage permutation of which is the identical 
permutation. 

MULTIPLICATION OF DETERMINANTS. 

$6. We now go to deal with the three successive stages of the product 
of two determinants, which we call respectively Conjunction, Identification, 

This proof is easily seen to be also valid for the case in which some or all of 
na ... r are equal to l or 2. 

13 
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The determinant [c] is of the th order and (p +-q) dimensions. 
$7. Product by Identification.To obtain the product of [a] and [b] 

by Identification, we have to assume at the start that one of them at least 
say [b]-has an even number of determinantal suffixes. In conformity 
with the notation of $ 6 we suppose that the suffixes of [a], [b] are repre 
sented by undashed and dashed letters respectively. 

We now develop the determinant I c I of $6 by linking up any dashed 
with any undashed suffix-say by linking a' with a. Then by express 
ing the c-elements as products of a- and b-elements, and using the fact 
that I b I has an even number of determinantal suffixes, it is not difficult 
to show that amy two of the n ! determinants [d] which appear in the 
development will be equal when taken with the signs with which they 
appear. 

It follows from this result that the product of I a I and ]b \ is equal to 
any [d] with its sign. Taking the particular determinant [d] in which the 
linkage is determined by the identical permutation, we see that the product 
of [a] and [b] is a determinant [d] which is obtained by the following 
process from I c \ : 

1 I a ... a' .. · \ h a ... a' ... _ a .. • ba' . . . • = .c were C, s =, X _ ! i...i..· i...i... i... i ..• 

Hence by direct multiplication we have: 

\a\ x \ b \ = -1- "' ( - t" · · · i', · · .Jc�• · · · :·• · · · 
(n!)? ' i...... 

and Contraction. These we regard primarily as matricular processes, and 
discuss separately the question whether they lead to true products of 
determinants, as the question of their arithmetical validity. We shall 
find that the arithmetical validity of Conjunction is unconditional, but 
that the others are arithmetically valid only under certain limitations. 
Multiplication by Contraction is, however, the most important of the three 
stages, as it reproduces the mode of transformation of the matrix of a 
multilinear form by linear substitution of the variables. 

Product by Conjunction.Let the determinants [a,] and [b] be 
both of the nth order, and of p and q dimensions respectively. We. have 
then by definition : 

I I - _!_ "' ( )[i, • • ,] 111 • • • a2 • • • a,. • • • 
a »!~' ......···... 

1923-24.] 
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(1) Replacing a dashed suffix ' by an undashed suffix a, or identifyig 
a' and a. 

(2) Removing a superfluous a, and giving to the other a the character 
which is the product of the characters of a' and a. 

The suffix a in the product ]d] by Identification will be called the Resultamt 
Sufi. 

The three forms of [d] corresponding to different characters of a' and a 
may now be written down: 

I. a' and a are Scott suffixes. 

I a.f3 ..• \ \b"''/3'···\-\ af3 •.. f3' .•. , 
... x '... =d......» 

where 

II. a' and a are determinantal. 

\ 
/3 ••• \ 'b/3' ·. · \-\da/3. ·. /3' · .. , d, X • = ; , a .+· at .+· .·+ •• 

where 
"·•··8:·;>·-;•w;°· 

•• .++ at +.a .+· at,·+ al +, 

III. a' and a have unlike character. 

I a/3 ..• , I bB' ... \-1 d/3 • • • /3' •• • 1 ••• X r...ai...8...» 
where 3.··.•·····:. a., ..· ...at'..· t.. a ,·· 

It is necessary to observe that the product by Identification is not valid 
if each of the determinants [a], [b] has an odd number of determinantal 
suffixes. The following examples suffice to show this: 

(1) 0=la, x]b,]#l ], where d'=ab,. 
() o-][,[+]l, ore ,-«, • 
(3) o-]«, [[,[+],}, were , -«, , 

The continued product of many determinants by Identification is not valid 
if more than one of them have an odd number of determinantal suffixes. 

Multiplication by Identification may be applied to the continued product 
of many determinants either by using different pairs of suffixes at each 
stage, or by using only one suffix from each determinant as the following 
examples show: 

(1) 1id%=%xbaa then[d]=lalx]bl]cl 
( ) «/3 a.f1 I 2) If d,, =a xb,·'~% then [d =la[x[b]\cl 

• 

IS 



Since each element e is the sum of m terms, we can express j e I as the sum 
of n" determinants of the same order and dimensions, namely : 

I I= � I ,/3 • • · /3' · · · 1 · /13 · • • /3' · • • = da.;/3 • · • /3' • · • 
e l...i...· i...i... i...i... • 

the summation extending for all the m" sets of (not necessarily unequal) 
numbers a,a, ... a,, chosen from 1, 2, ... m. The m! determinants[f] 
which correspond to sets of unequal numbers a,0 . .. a, are the terms 
in the development of j d I by linkage of a with i. Hence to establish the 
arithmetical validity of the contraction, it suffices to show that each of the 
(" -- n!) determinants [f] which correspond to sets of numbers a,0a ... 0, 

mot all different, vanishes identically. 
To prove this, consider a determinant [f] for which a,=a, (say). 

Develop it by linking up all the undashed suffixes with one of them-say 
i. Then, by expressing the elements as products of a- and b-elements, it 
is easy to see that parallel sections corresponding to i =1, 2 will have a 
constant ratio in each of the determinants [g] which arise in the develop 
ment, in consequence of a,=a,. Hence if i is determiamntal im each [g][, 
each [g] and therefore each of the ("--m!) determinants [f] will vanish 
and contraction will be valid. Now, the character of % in [g] is the 
product of the characters of all the undashed suffixes in [f]. Hence i will 
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In cases of identification like these, it is important to remember that the 
character of the resultant suffix (l and ~ in the examples) in the product 
is the product of the characters of all the suffixes identified. . 

$ 8. Product by Contraction.By " contraction" of a suffix a in a 
matrix ]a], we mean the process of deriving from [a] a new matrix of 
the same order and one dimension less, by summing the elements of I a I 
over tho different values of • We now go to show that contraction of 
the resultant suffix a in [d]-the product by identification of ]a] and [b} 
is arithmetically permissible in certain cases. 

The contraction of , if it is a determiamtal suffix in ]d], would not in 
general be valid (except in the trivial case when [a] and [b] have each an 
odd number of determinantal suffixes), as it leads from an identically 
vanishing to a non-vanishing determinant, or vice versa. We need there 
fore consider only the case in which a is a Scott suffix in [d]. 

We assume that one at least of [a], [b] has an even number of 
determinantal suffixes, so that [d] is a valid product. Let I e I be the 
contracted form of ]d], so that 

I a I - \ 0./3 ... /3' ... \ I I=\ 13 ... /3' ... I · 13 •.• /3' .•• = """ da.(3 ••. /3' ... d...v... e @...i... »°...v... v...i...· 
a 

% 
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be determinantal in [g], only if [f\, and therefore [e], and therefore [d ] 
contains an odd number of undashed determinantal suffixes. Thus, finally, 
contraction is valid only if [d] contains an odd number of either undashed 
or (similarly) dashed determinantal suffixes. This will necessarily happen 
if one of [a], [b] contains an even, and the other an odd number of 
determinantal suffixes. Thus, for this case, contraction of the resultant 
Scott suffix a is always valid. 

If [a] and ]b] each contain an even number of determinantal suffixes, 
then a determinantal suffix from either could have disappeared in [d] only 
by alteration of character by identification with a determinantal suffix of 
the other. Hence when both [a] and ]b] have am even number of deter 
mimamtal suffices, contraction of the resultmt Scott sufjia is valid, only if 
it has been derived from the identification of two determimantal suffices. 

The theorem of multiplication by contraction, in so far as it applies to 
determinants of higher dimensions usually so called, has been correctly 
stated by Lloyd Tanner (Proc. L.M.8., 1879), but incorrectly without the 
necessary qualifications by Scott (Scott and Mathews, Theory of Deter 
miats, 1880, para. 17, p. 97). 

As regards the validity of contraction in the product of many deter 
minants by simultaneous identification (only one suffix being used from 
each), it is easily seen from particular cases, that if among the suffices 
identified, am even number (zero excluded) are determiantal, it is 
permissible to cotract the resultant suffi. 

PRODUCT OF MATRICES. 

$ 9. In the concept " matrix" as contrasted with " determinant," the 
order of the suffixes is significant. We define "the product of two 
matrices of the same order" to mean invariably the product by contraction. 
The two suffixes identified and contracted will be called active and the 
others passive. It is necessary to observe, that in forming the product. 
the order of the passive suffixes should not be disturbed. 

The reason of limiting the "product of matrices" to the product by 
contraction lies (apart from other dominant considerations) in the greater 
suitability of Contraction for matrices, as compared with Conjunction or 
Identification. For Conjunction has the disadvantage of the numerical 

factor ',; in Identification there arises the serious question of the position : . 

of the resultant suffix which can only be settled by artificial assumptions. 
In Contraction this difficulty is disposed of as the resultant suffix dis 
appears altogether. 

J 
I 

I 
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DETERMINANTS AS INVARIANTS. 

$ 10. The pure determiat of a multilinear form A =a...4... 
w (i, j,...l=1,2,...) is an imvariat of the form for independent 
iear transformations of the sets of variables. 

The proof of the theorem is straightforward, and the result is obtained 
by means of the Associative Law, and the conditions of arithmetical 
validity of contraction. 

By writing A symbolically in the shape: 

2 
179 On Mixed Determinants. 

we see that it has only one invariant (a,%...a,)(8,6...6,)...(\%...A») 
of the th degree. Hence the pure determinant of the form is a numerical 

multiple (easily seen to be ',) of this invariant. If the number of sets of 
m ! 

variables is odd, the symbolical invariant vanishes identically, verifying 
the fact that pure odd-dimensional determinants vanish. 

By identifying all the sets of variables, we see that the symmetric pure 
p-dimensional determinant of the m-ary p-ic "=g" _ :. } t; th z ...1s -1mes ti.e 
. . ( n ! 
invariant a~ ...). As a special case the pure p-dimensional determinant 
of order 2 formed from the coefficients of a binary p-ic -half it - 1s One- a. 18 

apolar invariant. A similar remark holds for the apolar invariant of a 
double-binary form. 

For the invariant theory of the multilinear form 
(Braunschweig, 1923), p. 110. For la the see Study, Vectorenrechnung 
Trans. Am. Matin. Sae' ;" r apolar eory of double-binary form see Kasner 

. t .., vol. i. > 

The m' subsections of a matrix [a] of order n, corresponding to all fixed 
values of r suffixes A, ,... may be called a system of subsections. Also 

any subsection of this system may be said to contain any suffix of [a] 
other than A, pu .. •• 

Theorem of Multiplication by subsection8. 
The product of two matrices with the respective active suffices a, " 

may also be built up from the products (with the same active suffices) of 
any system of subsections of the first, contiimg the active suffa a, with 
any system of subsections of the second, containing ". 

The Associative Law. 
The product of three matrices A, B, C of the same order is associative, 

provided the active suffices in the products A.B amd B.C are also the 
active suffices in the respective products A .BO and AB.C. 

1923-24.] 
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$ 11. Matricular Invariants.-Suppose we have a form (or system 
of forms) f in certain sets of m variables, and that f is changed into f' 
by linear transformations of the variables. A matrix I a I of order , 
the elements of which are functions of the variables and the co 
efficients of f, is said to be a matricular ivariamt of f, if the corre 
sponding matrix for f' is the matrix-product of [a] with the matrices 
of the various linear transformations (each possibly taken more than 
once). The active suffixes of [a I in these multiplications may be 
collectively called "the suffixes actively concerned in the transformation 
of [a]," and the remaining suffixes, if any, the inert suffices of [a]. 
(For instance, the matrix of a multilinear form has no inert suffixes.) 
The manner in which the suffixes actively concerned in the transforma 
tion enter into the multiplications with the matrices of the linear trans 
formations may be referred to as "the weight-type of the matricular 
invariant." 

The conditions of arithmetical validity of contraction permit us now 
to state the general theorem: 

The determimant of a matricular invariant ]a] is also an i 
var iamt, provided that im its computation the determinantal character 
has been assigned to every suffa actively concerned i the transforma 
tion of [a]. 

It will be noticed that this theorem holds, whatever character we 
may assign to the inert suffixes (if any) of I a I- Hence a matricular 
invariant [a] possessing q inert suffixes gives rise to 2 invariant 
determinants [a]. 

The theorem of multiplication by subsections gives the following 
important property of matricular invariants possessing inert suffixes : 

If a matricular invariamt [a] possesses the inert suffaes , , ... 
then every subsection of ]a] correspondimg to amy or all of the suffiaes 
, pu ••. is also a matricular invariamt of the same weight-type 
as ]a] 

The converse of this theorem is also important: 
If every subsection of a matria [a] correspondimg to the suffices A, 

u... is a matricular imvariamt of amy of the same weight-type, then [a ] 
is also a matricular invariant of the same weight-type, with the inert 
suffices , .... 

It appears from these theorems that the presence of inert suffixes in a 
s matricular invariant renders it reducible in a sense. 

The simplest example of matricular invariants possessing inert suffixes 
would be furnished by the extensional invariamts. 
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$ 12. Eactensioal Invariants of am array of forms.--Let f be a 
form in sets of m variables, and [a] a p-dimensional matricular and 
determinantal invariant of f. Let [fag...] be a q-dimensional array of 
the m! order, the elements of which are forms of the same order in the 
same sets of variables as f. By forming the invariant-type [a] for each 
form of the array, we can build up a (p +q)-dimensional matrix [b] 
possessing in addition to the suffixes of ]a], the suffixes a, 8. • . per 

taining to the array. Every subsection of \ b I corresponding to the 
suffixes a, ... is an invariant, of the same invariant-type and therefore 
of the same weight-type as I a\. Hence by $ 11 I b \ is a simultaneous 
matricular invariant of the array, of the same weight-type as ]a], and 
the array suffixes a, 8,... are inert in [b]. The matrix [b] may be 
called the extensional invariant of the array corresponding to the 
invariant-type ]a]. 

Further, by $ 11 the determimamt ]b] will also be an invariant of the 
array, if every suffix of I a I has the same character in I b I as it has in the 
determiat [a]. By giving different characters to the q inert suffixes 
a, ~... derived from the array, we see that 

from any type of invariant-determinant 'a], we can construct 2° 
extensional invariant-determimamts [b] of the array. 

Half the total number of the extensional invariants will vanish through 
having an odd number of determinantal suffixes. It should be noticed 
also, that extensional invariants have the property of being either 
symmetric or skew with respect to the interchange of forms corresponding 
to two values of any array-suffix. 

As the simplest case of extensional invariant, we see that a pure 
p-dimensional determinant may be regarded either as the invariant of a 
multilinear form in p sets of variables, or as an extensional invariant 
of a q-dimensional array of multilinear forms in (p-q) sets of variables. 
For instance an ordinary determinant may be regarded either as the 
invariant of a bilinear form, or as a skew combinant of a system of linear 
forms. In the latter view it would be an extensional invariant con 
structed from the vanishing type of the one-dimensional determinant of 
a linear form. Similarly a determinant with p determinantal and p' 
Scott suffixes may be regarded as an extensional invariant of a (p' +l) 
dimensional array of multilinear forms in (p--l) sets of variables 
(k=0,1, ...p-1. 

When the elements of the invariant-type [a] are all linear in the 
coefficients of f, the symbolic form of the extensional invariant [b] can 
be deduced by a simple rule from that of [a]. When there is only one 
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[Added 10th June.-Since writing the above, the following work has 
come to my notice: 

Rice, " On p-way determinants with an application to Transvectants." 
Amer. Jour. of Math., 1918. 

This paper treats of generalised determinants, starting like the present 
one with the postulation of suffixes of two different characters, which are 
called signats and mon-signamts. A process of " decomposition " (which 
is our "development by linkage") is described, attention being paid to 
the alteration of character which occurs. But owing to the fact that 

For a few more examples of what we have termed extensional invariants, see 
Hedrick, loc. cit. 

array-suffix a, this symbolic form results on (1) writing out ! times the 
symbolic expression of \a\ in all possible orders of the n equivalent 
groups of symbols, attaching in each case the positive sign or the sign 
pertaining to the order of the symbols, according as a is a Scott or 
determinantal suffix in I b I, (2) considering the equivalent symbols to refer 
to the formsf,f, ...f, of the array. The general case where there are 
many array-suffixes reduces to this by development by linkage. We add 
two examples: 

(1) The one-dimensional determinant [a,0% ..• a,] of the linear form 

"}"...has the symbolic expression ', (a@a~... a). Hence 
z 7. 

th d t · f l' f (l) (2) (n) h' h · e pure leterminant ol linear orms , ,»·.., (whicl is our 
extensional invariant) has the symbolic expression: 

1 
_,((a"a...al") - (a8a... a!9)...)=- (a'a? ... a). 
n. 

(2) Let f=a,=8";= The matrix 

r 
d, 

r 
d,d, 

is a matricular invariant in which both suffixes are active. Hence the 
pure determinant of this matrix is an invariant with the symbolic form 
p"(p-'8..."°... By extending this to an array.ff....f, . a 

and making the array-suffix a Scott suffix in the extensional invariant, 
we obtain the simultaneous invariant p"(p--1)(a~...)"... of 
ff%...f, as a cubic determinant. 

182 
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one-dimensional determinants are not admitted, this is not recognised as 
identical with the process giving the defining expansion of the determinant. 
The "crossed decomposition" of the paper is a development by simultaneous 
multiple linkage, in which the suffixes are linked together in several 

groups. The two usual types of multiplication-Element- and File 
multiplication, which are our Identification and Contraction are treated 
(as is usually done) quite independently of one another; our serial theory 
of multiplication appears preferable from the view-point of unity. 

I have also come to learn of the ,work of M. Lecat on multiplication 
of determinants of higher dimensions, on determinants and permanents 
of special form, and on co-determinants (see for instance: Tohoku Math. 
Jour., vol. xxiii, 1 and 2, Aug. 1923). To him belongs the credit of 
having been the first to point out the error committed by Scott and 
Gegenbauer, in applying Cayley's File-multiplication (= Contraction) to 
odd-dimensional determinants (Abr~g~ de la th~orie des d~termimamts 
n-dimensions, Gand, Hoste, 1911, quoted by Rice; this has not, however, 
proved available for reference). 

Lecat has remarked that a one-dimensional permanent is equal to the 
product of its elements; "car nest le plus souvent qu'avec une seule 
dimension, et sous forme de simples produitsdonc, si l'on peut ainsi dire, 
imcogito-qu'interviennent alors les permanents" ("Sur les permanents,' 
Am. Soc. Sci. Bra., t. xxxvii, p. 436). 

Lecat also claims to have anticipated Rice in this idea of mixed 
determinants, as far back as 1915. " Depuis longtemps nous avions song~ 
~ cette g~n~ralisation. Des 1915, nous avions ~tabli des propri~t~s des 
p~~-d~termiats et comptions les publier d~s la fin de la guerre. Nous 
allions le faire, quand l'important M~moire de Rice vint ~ notre con 
naissance (en f~vrier 1919). Nous n'~tions du reste pas all~ aussi loin que 
lui. Le grand m~rite de l'auteur am~ricain est d'avoir, le premier (puisque 
pour la question de priorit~ la date de publication d~cide seule), bien mis 
en evidence, la fecondit~ des nouvelles fonctions" ("Sur une g~n~ralisa 
tion des d~terminants qui permet la multiplication par files, m~me quand 
les classes des facteurs sont impaires,' Ammn. Soc. Sci. Brua., t. xxxix, 
1919-1920, pt. 2, p. 10). 

The work of both Rice and Lecat excludes completely from the theory 
the determinants which have an odd number of signants, evidently on the 
ground that they vanish identically. A form-theorist would not naturally· 
approve of this attitude. 

The somewhat cumbrous notation of these authors seems to stand in 
the way, to some extent, of the wide appreciation of their work. 
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I add here a comparative list of terms used in this paper, and in the 
work of these authors, putting an asterisk on those which appear to me to 
be suitable for future adoption. 

23 

Term of the determinant. 
The permutations of the values of the 

various suffixes for the elements of 
a term. 

Development by linkage. 
Conjunction. 
Identification. 
Contraction. 

Determinantal suffix. 
Scott suffix. 
Mixed determinant. 
Scott function. 
Pure determinant. 

= { Determinant of n-dimensions as de 
fined before Rice. 

Pure determinant of even dimensions. 
Number of determinantal suffixes. 

Full-sign determinant 

Element-multiplication 
File-multiplication . 

Per-signant . 
Species. 
Conjunctive elements. 
Transversal= a set of conjunc- } 

tive elements. 

Set of ranges = Locant of a } = { 
transversal. 

Co-determinants of a matrix. 
Decomposition 

Signant. 
Non-signant 
P~n~-d~terminant 
Permanent 

) 
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of giving rise to covariant forms by a process of whet we may 

call "internal convolution".For the general theory of these 

forms,their expression as a series of powers of (xy) multiplied 

by polar forms (in the phraseology of the present work,as e sum 

of a polar,and of defective polar forms),which is the basis of 

Gordon's series,is fundamental.This expression,for the case in 

which the form is of equal order in the two variables,has been 

.used very skilfully in a memoir of laelsch',and shewn to be inti 
( 

See pl2o. mately connected with the geometry essocieted with a norm curve. 

Double and Multiple binary Forms of various types,in co-gredient 
also variables,hi occure~ in the more recent researches of Coble in 

the Geometry of Apolarity. 

The present work,in its algebraical aspect,is of a rather diffe 

rent character from these,being the outcome of an attempt to 
J 

study a particular (3,2) correspondence,which called forth inte 

rest by its special character while promising to be fruitful 

from t its connection with the known geometry of the pedal line. 

Broadly speaking,the general results which have accrued from 

this study are of a two-fold character.On the one hand,certain 

new and important ideas concerning correspondences in general 

have been suggested,such as the idea of Derivate Forms,and that 

of Complete and Closed Sets with the properties relating to them. 

On the other hand,there have resulted contributions of a funde 

mental character to the Geometry of Apolarity,and to the Binary 

Geometry of the circle generally.Thus,the covariant specifics 

tion of the orthocentre,the special properties of orthocentri 

pencils,and the curious fact]that the fundamental rle in regard 



to apolarity-properties of inscribed triengles of the circle, 

is pleyed by a second concentric circle of Vs times its radius, 

a.re instances in point;we must mention also the valuable con 

cepts of "pedal angle" and "pedo-parallelism" which are extreme 

ly useful,and serve as connecting links between many facts of 

elementary geometry. 

The pedal form and its natural generalisations,the semi-pedal 

and the pedo-similar forms,to which the earlier part of theppe 

per leads up,have a strongly marked individuality of their om, 
col 

and,only to methods which follow the lines of that individuality; 

for instance,the canonical shape as the sum of s polar and of 

defective polar forms,which is usually so satisfactory,turns out 

to be totally unprofitable in their case.Their special character 

comes from their intimate connection with the circular points,as 

a result of which the processes which lead to significant re 

sults are all guided,in their case,by the manner in which the 

circular points enter into their expression.This indeed consti 

tutes,for the student of Algebraic Form,the distinctive quality 
of the binary field of the circle,as contrasted with that of the 

"projective" conic.The conic of projective geometry has no land 

ma.rks,its symmetry is too perfect.The difference which the entry 
of the circular points makes in the course of the algebra,may be 
appropriately compared with the difference made by the introdue. 
tion of a powerful centre of disturbance into a uniform field 0¢ 

force.The circular points become the sources of significance • 
tending to orient every relation towards themselves,sometimes 
effecting,in the process,algebraic resolutions in the covariant 
forms which occur,The effect of such resolution is that the 



general symmetries to which one has become accustomed,tend to 

disappear or take a subordinate place,while new and unforeseen 

symmetries spring into existence.The results in apolarity will 

illustrate this,and will elso shew how the significant apola 

rity-relations in the case of the circle,tend to connect them 

selves with the orthocentre and the relation of pedo-parallel 

ism.A general fact becomes indeed increasingly apparent in the 

course of the paper,namely,that the -dimensional continuum of 

the inscribed triangles gf the circle is itself broken up by 

thecircular points into g (2±1)-dimensional continuum composed 

pf Dedo-pgralll systems andorthocentric pencils, 
Something similer to this would of course be true,though to a 

much smeller extent,in the case of the "metrical" conic,the pa 

rabola or the ellipse;but here,as the circular points,the een± 
centres of the metrical field of the plane,are outside the our 

curve,there would not be the same simplicity and inevitableness, 
or the same symmetry. 

The first section is concerned with general properties of cor 

respondences.The canonical shape for correspondences with given 

fixed points,and the theory of Multipliers are both extensions 

from the case of the Homographic Correspondence,and are believ 

ed to be new.A limited extension for the simpler case of the 

rational or (n,1) correspondence,using non-homogenous variables 

will be found in an earlier paper of° the author'We might ment 

tion here that it is possible to give a theory of the multi 

pliers of powers of the (m,n) correspondence,on the same lines 

as those adopted for the (n,1) correspondence in this earlier 
paper.In the subsection on Defective Forms Waelsch's "We -+5 » 'er'lg 
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kelt" has been rendered by the word "defect".The phrase "de 

fective polar forms" is one which may be recommended for bre 

vity and convenience. 

The second section studies Complete sets and closed sets of a 

correspondence.It is shewn by the geometrical interpretation 

that the ides of complete set is the counterpart for corres 

pondences,of the geometrical notion of multiple point of a 

curve.The theorems on the reduction of rank lead to a hitherto 

unnoticed property of the pedal correspondence in n dimensions. 

In the third section there is an investigation of the (2,1) 

correspondence,and various algebraic results are proved which 

have geometrical application in the sequel.The (2,1) corres 

pondence has been studied previously in two elaborete memoirs 

F of Pita+re117in these,Pitarell1 develops the notions of what 

have here been called "apolar pair", "auto-pair" and "apolar 

cubic",and proves the fundamental result that the euto-pair is 

the hessian pair of the apolar cubic,though not the other fun 

damental result that the cubic of fixed points is apolar to the 

cbicovariant of the apolar cubic.Beyond this there is not much 

in common,either in method or in the results,between this sec 

tion and the work of Pitarelli. 

The theory of the two-quadratic representation of the pencil of 

cubics,which is the subject of the fourth section,is the gene 

ralised algebraic statement oft the properties of Orthocentrice 

pencils.The connection between the two is supplied by the fifth 
section,which obtains the covariant specification of the ortho. 

centre of an inscribed triangle,as the point which corresponds 
to the apolar pair of a certain (2,1) correspondence on the 



circle,defined by the triangle. 

The sixth and seventh sections deal with what is directly relst 

ed to the title of the paper,namely the pedal form and its ex 

tensions.These contain new results,as well as new presentations 

of old results. 

The last section is the record of en unsuccessful attempt to 

.kg follow up the theorem of Dr.Richmond and Prof.H.F.Baer,by er (» 
tending to n dimensions some of the beautiful and varied pro 

perties of the pedal correspondence in the plane.The analogy 

between the two cases does not,as a matter of fact,extend much 

farther than the characteristic property of the linear relation 

between the feet of the perpendiculars,which is common to both, 

The elegant expressions for the pedal form on the circle are 

replaced,for the case of n dimensions,by an expression too com 

plicated to be set down.The reason why the snalogy fails,lies 

doubtless in the fact,that the pedal correspondence in n dimen 

sions defined in accordance with the Richmond-Baker theorem,is 

complete but not closed at infinity.It is possibly worth while 

to remedy this,and restore the closure property by imposing 

suitable further restrictions on the Wallace curve.The nature 
' of these restrictions is indicated by the statement in Subsec 

tion(),regarding the ways in which a complete n-set of a 

correspondence can be closed with respect to it.The most setis. 

factory choice of the type of closure for the pedal correspond. 

ence,will be that corresponding to the identical permutation 

for space of odd dimensions,and thet corresponding to an inter 
change of points of the set in pairs,for space of even dimen 
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sions.I have not however examined the geometrical consequences 

which this will entail. 

In conclusion,I must express my thanks to Prof.H..Turnbull 

for the interest he has taken in the paper,and for his valuable 

criticism. 



$1.TE GENERAL (m,n) 6ORRESPONDENCE. 

(1).Double-bin.ry Forms in independent and cogradient variables 

There is bound to be a great difference in the algebraic 

treatment of double-binary forms in digredlent variables x,y, 

end those in cogredient variables; for ,though theoretically 

the only difference is in the introduction of a new invariant 

type (x),yet the possibility of 'fired elements' peculiar to 

forms in cogredlent variables--or,in other#words, to[correspond 

ences between the elements of the same binary field,--compels 

certain lines of procedure,which have nothing similar to them 

in the case of forms in independent variables,or correspondences 

between different binary fields.While this is so,it is true on 

the other hend,that all properties of correspondences between 

distinct binary fields must continue to hold when the fields be 

become identical;for since the change from digredience to co 

gredience only replaces the group of transformations of the 

variables by one of° its own subgroups,it follows that any gene 

ra.l theory of forms in independent variables can not become in 

validated by the variables iyabecoming cogredient.It would thus 

appear that the forms in cogredient variables while being less 

general,must also be considerably richer than those in independ 

ent variables. 

As an important instance of a body of general ideas 

continuing to be valid when the variables become cogredient,we 
rat4lb 

r may mention the rank-theory'of the double-binary form.An (m, n) 

form F(x,y) is said to be of rank r,when it could be expressed 
in the shape, 

3l 



32 Fc,= 4k)+44£+ + {g $$%), 
but not in the shape#gr·t{get.$ .In particular,F 1s 

of rank one,if it is a product of binary forms.The necessa 

ry and sufficient condition that F may be of rank r is that 

<be the first of the rank-covariants G, G,,·.. which 

vanishes identically;where, g( )' F(x,9)-ab, ,3,, h=,5.. • . 
+7 ] ' If en • ] G =)«+4..h.),··. y 

h In particular,G,is the (1,1) transvectsnt of F.If F is of 

rank r ,and is expressed in the shape: 

FG,/= yen)+f,esp·. +6,$$.4), 
shewn that the(W'an-ovariantGis given by: ef .+ 23.81.$» 

r.t(@) • % 
whereJ and7 are the Jacobian let-a-of the forms 

ff fe«ht4respectively.In particular,the last non-vanish 

ing rank-covariantG is the product of el#the Jacob1ans 
L] + 

'6 
of all the forms 4 end ° respectively,that bf the Jacobians 

of the two linear _systems ] £ L , ,t L (21,. > r ;l ,1__ <x) +.. +}, ,4), 
I' 'fr' aT% r 

+,: g+.4n+· +.ht)'~~ 
Here L, is the system of forms of the type),and4-,,of 

%a. those of° the type4j»¢and4d being arbitrary binary 

forms.The systems , and !-,may be called the x- and the y 
F.t..G,3) & 

concurrency system'of F.If r,and F has its maximum rank 

+j,then both the concurrency systems are non-existent, 

that is to say,they comprise ell possible forms.If nn,the 
aebis and F has its maximum rank + ,then L. is non-exis 

1. 

tent and the Jacobian of L, is the binary form Gof order 

z-.cs+1)· In the particular case mat,Gr will be of order tan, 

it may be 
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end therefore l, will be the system of (n+1)-ics apolar 

to G,.Hence 

the concurrenoy system of an (@+1,) form F of 

1] maximum rank,is the system of (+1)-ic» apolar 

to its last rank covariant 

All the above holds mutatis mutandis when the variables 

,¥ become cogredient. 

We shall be concerned throughout this paper only 

with forms in cogredient variables. We shall whenever 

possible make no distinction between forms and the cor 

respondences obtained by equating them to zero;for inst 

instance,we shall denote the form and the correspondence 

by the same symbol,and in general speak of them inter 

chengeebly,whenever that would cause no error. 

(2)CANONICAL SHAPE FOR CORRESPONDENCES WITH GIVEN FIXED POINTS. 

An (m,n) correspondence F(x,y) =O has +fixed points 

given by F(x,x)=0. The form F(x,y) involves (»+DG+D) 

paremetersdlinearly;if its fixed points are known, it will 

still involve(+r)tu+r)-(+)= +l parameters linearly. To 

express F(x,y) when its fixed points are know,we parti 

tion the +a fixed points (supposed distinct) in sny way, 

into two groups of and -, end6,3,-/. soy. 

The form F(x,y) can then be expressed in only one way, in 

the shape, 

For, this shape involves +] parameters,g, ·And when 

33 



Further if FGx,)= MG-,)(9·{63¢) , we have 

!l +2r,, =M 
These equations determine all the parameters in terms of the 

fixed points and the coefficients of F. We shall find it 

convenient to write 

y is put equal to x,it becomes(+7,,»:316)(g3shewing 
that it hes the given fixed points.Also,there are no values 

of •• other than zero,for which the right side is identi 
I1 P 

cally zero;for, assuming such an identity and putting =,, 
''=3, in it,we heve ,,=o for all values of p,, snd there 
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parameters yo po, are effective, 
I )1 P 

-FG, a,) F»/' 

so that, 

l3 

and F(x,y) admits of unique expression in this canonical 

shape. For different partitions of the fixed points,we get 

in general different canonical shapes;if however »ornis 

unity,we get the seme canonical shape for all partitions. 

On putting=, 3y. in/2,we obtain the velue of, 
hd a Iha 

namely, 

fore also =o,Thus the +1 



C3) MULTIPLIERS. 

If we consider x to be the independent variable,and y the 

dependent variablfe,the correspondence F also represents e 

transformation from x to y. Supposing for the moment thet 

x,y are non-homogenous variables,we define the multiplier 

of F at a fixed point & to be the value of y at the place 
dx 

x=,=< ,of the associated Riemann surface. To obtain the 

value of the multiplier at the fixed point ¢, when the vari 

ables ere homogenous,we put x=<,+81,y=·,+8'h ( z being an arbitrary 

point and 8,8' infinitesimel scalers),end suppose that F(x,y) 

=0,for these values.The limiting value of &'/g is then the 

required multiplier, Thus from /2,we hevfe 

{8+r'+ r8+·-+r,}776A3)=. 
Hence 22 the multiplier et, , and , the multiplier et@ are 

given by: 
r,M . !-%(rs) 

\ 
I ')) - � 0 ---r , T,J 

'b. P, ? ' { 

We heve thus the fundamental identity between the multipliers; 
w 5 

3'--+ 4, =o. 
, -), T=1 1-{ =I F 

This identity may be written in the symmetric shape: 

(7 

where the summation on the left is for all the multipliers, 

and the quantity non the right is the order of F in the 

dependent variable. - 
If the form F is of rank one,---say 

FGy)=(·3)0)··(e-7), 
then its canonical sha.:pe 1·2. for the partition c1,,,1. .. .1. j'"s·--tJ. has 

I //t'z /% 



only one term,and Pl shews that the multipliers at,,' 

become infinite,end the remeining multipliers vanish. 

Conversely,if all the multipliers of F are infinite or zero, 

then by r7 exactly m must be infinite and n zero,and F is 

necessarily of rank one, 

The polar (m,n) forms are those which result on polaris 

ing a binary (mm)-ie in x n times with respect to • On 

putting y=x in a polar form,we simply revert to the binary 

form from which it was derived. 

The multipliers of the polar correspondence ere all 

eguzl,each being equal by I7 to-/ • 

For,supposing thet the fixed points,a,..a are all dis ] w 

tinct,let us seek the condition thet m+n pointsph·. all 

infinitely near a, may form a group apolar to@.,,) 

Relatively to the scale of the mutual distances of ,p,p.• 1I2. [+ 

the points ,«. are all infinitely far away.Hence so far 
2.3 + 

as geometry in the immediate neighbourhood of «, is concerned, 

these latter points may all be considered to be coincident 

with the point at infinity on the line.Thus,the required 

condition of =polarity is simply theta, should be the cen 

troid of hp,b,·In particular,if x,y are in the neighbour 

hood of a, ,and ere correspondents in the polar (m,n) corres 

pondence defined by9.g»then the group composed of m 

points at x,and n points at y is apolar to(·,);so that 

0K, is the centroid of masses m, n at x,y respectively.Thus the 

multiplier of the poler correspondence et a, (and similarly at 
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any other fixed point) is-/. 
(4)DEFECTIVE FORMS. 

/ If a correspondence F is such that F(x,x)= identically, 

(so that F(x,y) hes the factor (y) ),thenthe fixed points of 

F' are indeterminete,and so F is an identical---or,as we shall 

sey,e"defective" ---correspondence.Among the (141) correspond 

ences there is only one type of identical correspondence, 

namely (xy)=0;but for the (m,n) correspondences F there are 

different types according to the highest power of (xy) thet 

divides F. 

DEF. A form F is said of defect i ,if it has the 
~ in+ factor (y) ,but not the factor;) • 

The condition thet F,when expressed in the cenonical shaper2 

may be defective ,is M=/=o;that is to say,e form with 

given fixed points has to satisfy only one condition for 

being defective.We see ss a matter of fact,that the (mnm1)- 

parameter-family of (m,n) forms with given fixed points con 

tains the mn-parameter-family consisting of all defective 

forms. 

Ab A polar form P(x,y) is never defective;for,on putting 

y=x in P,we revert to the binary form from which it was de 

rived.This binary form not being supposed to vanish identi 

cally,it follows that P is not defective.We can therefore 

give a new meaning to the term "defective polar form".We ac 

cordingly define: 
i 

The product of (y) and e polar form will be called 

e defective polar form,of defect i, 



(5) DERIVATE FORMS. 

zero. 
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sum of e polar form,and defective polar forms;namely, 

) _ fn.._1-.,,_) +t:x..-y..) ( p-.+-n-2.., -t- • · · +(_:x..'?//CP�,,,_-..._i-_) :'- , · 
FM)=( ' d y' » 

Pis a binary form of order r in x and the suffix/de 
t1 

where 

as the 

2+5 
If a pencil of (m,n) forms,contains a defective member,it 

' For, a polar form being a symbolic product of the shape e>) («) 

every convolution in it leads to zero. 

The result of operating with0on a defective poler 
Ill # r.4du (m,n) form ()PG,y) 1s i(»r-+)5'Pe 

Associated with the existence of the invariant factor (xy) 

and the correlative invariant operator O there is e cano 

nical shape,in which any form F can be expressed uniquely 

Just as we have the invariant e�or (xy} for cogredient 

variables,we also heve the correlative invariant operator O)= 

$¢_±l .The result of operating with 0 on any symbolic 
,4y, • 
product is the sum of terms obtained by convolving every fa 

factor of the type with every fector of the type ()) &th 

(that is,replacingkp) by9 ). 
The result of° operating with0on a polar form is 

['10 

notes the «' polar with respect to y.The validity and uni 

gueness of this shape follow on observing thet the number of 

parameters on both sides is the same.The form F is thus spe 
·.4+5) k, -» +.- .rm cified by the "ladder'("',P' ,··F ..The forms of the 

ladder can all be obtained by mens of the operator.0(61). 
Thus 
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follows on putting y=x,thateach member of the pencil has the 

same fixed points.Conversely, 

A pencil of (m,n) forms determined by two forms with 

['/le the same fixed points,necessarily contains a defec 

tlve member. 

Now,given an (m,n) form F,there are("") forms of rank one 

with the same fixed points as F,each corresponding to a par 

tition of° the fixed points. [Thus,ifr<./3be a partition 

of the fixed points,the corresponding form of rank one is 

&499£))·.)\• 1n, the peni1 F-k3)443contains a 

defective member (y)0y) sey. 

We define the (m-1,n-1) form py)to be the derivate 

'157 of F in respect of the partition./99 of its 

fixed points. 

The fundamental property of the derivate is clear from its 

defintion,namely 

If d be the derivate of F in respect of./8.8+ 
then the correspondents of x=, ind are all the cor 

respondents of x=, in F ,with the exception of, it 
selffp-,z,);a similar statement holds about the cor 

correspondents of y=~, ind (-=· ). 
In particular,if@,4·)0r(8·3)be a complete set o° 

F,it will be a semi-complete set of d (see below6@), 
Of special interest is the derivate of a form of rank one, 

in respect of a partition not its own.Consider for instance 

the derivate of F=,0)·394)433)in respect of the partition 

33,·3,/,.4,g_..%_which is obtained from a,..,/6,3..8, by 
r-re/' fit v "/'/'%' 

' 

h 1% 
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the interchange of the groups){{a.g )The required e 
derivete is 

The form ,)js the symmetric (k-1,k-1) form,in respect 

of which any two of the points7· ,and also any two 

of 9,0,-, re correspondents.If (44.·) is any group of the 

involution determined by@«,·2)an/·3\then it is easy 

to see that any to of the y' are also correspondents in 

y .Incidentelly we see that the fixed points of] are the 

roots of the Jacobian of the involution.Thus 

The derivate of the form,9)·«,29p4g3)ln respect of 

the partition84a/,z)··.80·- ))7%) 
where } is the unique�k-1 ) form,in respect of 

which any two of ,' and any two of,0,are 

correspondents. 

It follows that if the derivate of F in respect of a par 

ticular partition bed,its derivate in respect of any 

other partition differs frori f by an expression of the 

type obtained in PI7. 

40)= %7)°·'.39%£.))}/ 
19p= '··4290w··9.)-&,))·0)). where 



82.COMPLETE AND CLOSED SETS OF A CORRESPONDENCE. 

(6).CANONICAL SHAPE FOR CORRESPONDENCES WITH COMPLETE SET», 

A set of r points i,· d will be said to form a "complete 
"" 

set" of a (m,n) correspondence F,if every pair of points 

i ,whether distinct or identical,are correspondents in F. 

The necessary and sufficient conditiots for this are 

therefore the equations 

FGi)=o; (+a= ,·) 
The set(,•·«) may be said to be a "semi-complete set" of 

F,if every pair of different points i are correspondents' 

in F;that is,if the@-v) equations Fcc, iy= oare satisfied »3 

for b,3='2,·5Pk± 
The same set of r points '-. will be seid to be a 

closed set of F,if the m roots of each of the r equations 

F(x,,).o» and the n roots of each of the r equations FG',p)=0, 

are all comprised among:', ;that is,if no point which 

is not an i,has a point~ for a correspondent in F. In 

other words,the set~· is closed in regard to F,if 

starting from any i ,it is impossible to go out of the set 

by means of F. 

It follows from the first definition that a complete set 

is necessarily a subset of the set of fixed points.This 

need not be true of e closed set.Aclosed set when it exist 

need not be complete,nor a complete set,closed.There may 

however exist sets which are both complete and closed.As 

an obvious instance,an n-set complete in regard to an (n,n) 
correspondence,is also closed with respect to it, 
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(~:·i) 
A (m,n) form F possessing a complete set,can be expressed in 

the shape: 

21 "9)= cs,Ln@,»)+··<.186,$5] 
For,the right hand side vanishes hen x=,,]=,,and therefore 

possesses the complete set ,,·' .Now the number of avai 

lable parameters in F is&w+&-,while the number of para 

meters on the right is@+&+D-r+@+-GI-) ,This excess 

number t#/@+-)Gt-) may be accounted for by the existence 

of identical relations,involving@»+-)(+t-)parameters,of 

the form: 
¢ 

o··<e[tsp·.» «G,)]-r«a»kc89p]=o. 

Thus the right side of2·1 involves effectively the same 

number of parameters as F,and is consequently adequate for 

representing it, 

The representation2] can be rendered unique by imposing 

either the condition that P should be identically apolar to 

p)Ry)·(y) »9r the condition that? should be identically 

apolar toy)cm)·() 
(7)REDUCTION OF RANK THROUGH COMPLETE SET. 

Supposing for convenience that =we go to shew that 

if an (m,n) form F () possesses a complete r-set, 

3 2 where of course »,and if tz:,7.then F suf 

fers a reduction in rank from% to nr--(wi) • 

For,the first term in the representation 2y being the product 

of a binary form and a(-) form,its rank is the smaller of 
'arks4 t 

-+1,+1 ·Similarly the,seoond term is the smaller of ++,4 
) 
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that is,since w=a ,it is a-us.Hence the rank of F cannot 

exceed 

(--+1) 1smaller of (»-+I, +1) · 
Ir ris smaller than n-,this statement is trivial.Suppos 

ing then,that-orru7»-,the rsnk of F cannot exceed 

()-(---i) .This statement again will be trivial un 

less 2>+.Thus if r7»-and zr>,,there is the actual 

reduction steted,in the rank of F. 

Putting r=n in22 ,we have the special case, 
Pase»red -st 

23 A (m,n) form'T,is'of rank-w2,if»->5 • 

A still more special case which has application in the 

sequel,is: 

A(n+1,n) form possessing a complete n-set is of 
24 rank three (w>I ). 

(8)GEOMETRICAL INTERPRETATION IN DIMENSIONS. 

These theorems about the reduction of rank,may be translated 

into simple geometrical properties pertaining to curves in 

higher-dimensional spaoe.The (m,n) form F(x,y) (m=n) in 

stitutes an (m,n) correspondence F between the points of 

a rational norm curve R_in a space Sof dimensions.To 

any point x of RF makes correspond points yy·y,+and 
therefore the unique prime %: .As x tracesR,the cor 

responding prime y:·y.osculates e curve]R_of class», 

which we may call the associated envelope of F;this asso 

ciated envelope is evidently in biretional correspondence 

with the norm curve R ,and is therefore a rational enve 
""" 
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lope, 

If F possesses a complete n-set v,vi ,then in this bi 

rations] correspondence between R_ and fR_,the prime i' 
corresponds to esch of the points ii, ..• .Hence it is a mul p L) 2 

tiple prime,of multiplicity ,of the associated envelope, 

On reciprocating&we obtain a curve of order » ,possessing 
t 

an n-ple point,in S .We see therefore that23asserts that 

a curve of orer in ,possessing an n-ple point 
25 'a 

must be completely contained in an S (sa 
n--al] J 

This is geometrically obvious,since the S_which joins 
val 

thdn-ple point to any other »-+l points of the curve,cuts 

it in+l points,and therefore contains it completely. 

Similarly it is seen that 2'2 asserts that, 

1f a curve of order»-c)in 5, ,possesses a space L, 
of - dimensions,cutting it intu points,and if 

tu7 -"+ ,the curve must be completely con 

tained in an },~..a" 
The proof is exactly the same;the5b,~.+% which joins the 

'.,to any other%-points of the curve,outs it in +I 

points,and therefore contains it completely. 
(@).(n+1,n) FORMS POSSESSING A COMPLETE AND CLOSED n-SET. 

Let the (+I,-) form FG,)possess the complete and closed 

n-set given by 4t9=\790)(2»B 2] the form F can be written 
in the shape: 

p, orl 
F0) = 4·a9Gp' + f()·(C), 

where(a-,b)end c ere symbolic.If we now use the condition that 



- u on the points of the set, 

Two types of closure appear to be 4£ noteworthy;the first is 

that in which a is the identicel permutation,the second is 

that in which is even ,and interchanges the points in 

peirs.It is the latter type which when = ,occurs in the 

case of the pedal form. 

4pois also a closed set,we see that the pointsy=',' 

correspond in(@objto the a points x= .·in some order. 

Thus the (I,) correspondence)jinerely effects a substitution 

0 on the v pointsy=a,'~ .Hence, there are ! ways_in 

which a complete -set can be closed in regard to a Gwyor 
----------------------- -+ 

respondence,each of these ways corresponding to a permutation 
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The (2,1) form and its quadratic covariants have a bearing 

of a fundamental char~cter on the binary geometry of the 

circle,and their study is indispensable as a preliminary to 

that of the pedel correspondence. 

Let the (2,1) form FGs)be written symbolically, 
.4). !) F(y) = «a)b) = (<')(by'=&< y': 

The quadratic in which is apolar to F for all values of y 
is evidently, 

3'1 Oeo = («'cb'&ax&'. 

We call O the apolar quadratic of F.Since Ois also the 

first rank covariant,or the (1,1) transvectant of F,it foll 

follows that, 

the apolar guadratio of F vanishes identically when 

and only when F is of rank one. 

By iterating the correspondence F,we can see that there exists 

only one pair of points vj ,each of which corresponds to 

the other in F.Thus,if x=correspond in F toy=9 ,and= 1 

to y=,then the iterated correspondence of F being the (4,1) 

correspondence(/,) ,has five fixed points,among which the 

three fixed points of F would be included.The two other fixed 

points ,4, are thus fixed points of the iterated,but not of 

the original correspondence.fhis can only mean that each of 

j corresponds to the other in F,or·j is a semi-complete 

pe1r of F (@7(6) .We shall6 cell ij the auto-pair of F,and 

83.HE (2,1) CORRESPONDENCE. 

(10).QUADRATIC COVARIANTS OF THE (2,1) FORM. 



a constant multiple of(co,the guto-quadratic of F. 

This iteration-process for determining vj amounts al 

gebraicslly to the elimination of 9y between@x'cby) and@y62)» 
and the removal of the factor/6=@320bx) from the result, 

The work for the symbolic determination of the auto-quadratic 

would therefore run as foll0ws: 

Hence the euto-quadratic (may be taken to be 

33 S¢ = eoa'o'6+ ± 0e9. 
Th~ first term on the right of this is obtained by substi 

tuting «''s)for in@x'by).Since Qis apolar to«v'by) 

for all values of y ,it follows that O)is apolar to@»ca'9e's'). 
Hence from 33 ,we have 

2 
The apolar invariant (5e9,0o)is equal to a half of 

34, the discriminant of Oo. 
Now,1t/#111/£6ll6#/ 1f@xca's)ta'6')o identically,this would 

imply either that there is a value of y ,namely= -«'(a's')y, 
which makes FOX,)vanish identically,or that (@'so)(«'6')= L 
vanishes identically.If we suppose that F is not of rank 

one,then there can be no value of y which makes F venish 

identically,so that the first alternative becomes impos 

sible.Hence L(=o .But lg) is clearly the second form in 
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the ladder of F =e@6y)(13);hence its identical vanishing 

implies that F is a polar form. Thus, 
2 1f Oo±o and (@o@a's)Ma's' = o ,F must be a polar 

35 
form. 

2 • 
If @9@bx)=f=(00@00/),and Fp)1s put in its canonical 

form I'2 ,namely, 
(x)=+()890+,08y)0/0-+j(Yy)(6)5 

it is easy to shew that the apolar and auto-quadratics are 

(except for constant multiples) given by: 

{0�) � 2. f'v'L-r?,{fY)?...co<.x)'L 

3·%. $ = ? (-r+1%+),)Y03)4300Y9. 
If the auto-pair ij or the apolar pair 6 (namely the pair 

of roots of the apolar quadratic) of F is given,it is eesy to 

see that F could be written in the respective shapes: 

F()= (~oc4+97) Cb9 
F()= &c' +e9'). 

Besides the apolar quadratic and auto-quadratic,two other 

quadratic covariants of F,of secondery importance,may be men 
+t.tel ( 4 p# tine.These are firstly,the quadratic 06y) whose roots G' 

are the velues of which correspond in F to its apolar pair 
and secondly,the residual guedratig @o whose roots A,B are 

the values of u other then j which correspond in F to its 

uto-pair ij · 0'y)being clearly·the discriminant of F 1n 

respect ofx,is given by 

3·7. 0l)= ea'c)) 
The residual peir is composed;the harmonic conjugates or J 



e 
in respect of the apolar pair;hence so =u,0ePz4, ,where n 

}? P,-(8$)Dz (O$, .Hence, by @ 

3·I0 R&o= 40P..- Se» 2,· 

(11)RELATION BETWEEN AUTO-PAIR AND APOLAR PAIR FOR GIVEN FIXED 

POINTS. 

The knowledge of either the apolar pair or the auto-pair 

amounts to two linear conditions.Hence,the (2,1) correspondence 

F is uniquely determined,when its apolar pair or its auto  
pair is known in addition to its fixed points.Therefore for 

e. given triad of fixed points 3¥ ,the spolsr pair and 

auto-pair determine eech other uniquely. 

Geometrically,let F be considered as a (2,1) correspondence 

between the points of a fundamental conic G,the fixed points 
ox.d 

being 3Y .The epolsr euto-pairs are then represented by . 

two points O and S of the plane.It follows then,that S is a 

certain cremona (quartic) transformation ]' of 0.The trans 

formations I'_p' have some importent properties which we 
2 

may briefly mention here. 

To obtain the equgtions to['I'',it is best to use a binary 

coordinate system with<gy as the triangle of reference.Any 

point X is the meet of tangents at two points of C,the binary 

parameters of which ere determined by a quadratic of the form: 
x,(/; 3-. 2,, 2, , 2 ( 'G9+2,(Y939 +Gp)(Y. 

We takrex,X, as the coordinates of X.Similerly if the inter 

sections of C with a line L ere determined parametrically by 
a. quadratic of the form 

L, (79036300/+ ,3939)0Y9+4,(900309)439), 
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we teke L,L-,l, to be the coordinates of L.The point-coordinetes 

and line-coordinates thus chosen are mutually compatible.For, 

the incidence condition of the point and the line L is,from 

our definition,the e/polarity condition of the corresponding 

quadratics,which is seen to be l,X,',$,'=o,The equation to 

the conic C in point-coordinates,being the condition that 
•• 2 2. 2-2 the quadretiqx(y+,09@roe e perfect square,is 

2-X,X. + 2Xx, 4 2X,8.,=0 
+ 3 3 1 

If we suppose the correspondence F expressed in the shape 

,then the apolar and auto-quadratics are 

given by 3% .Hence the coordinates of the points O± and S ere 

: (r%FF»»Fir»); $ {(1- =r¥+-- FF)MA'- -FI}. 
Therefore the equations to I' are 

2 2 2 <, = ,K,-X,6xx, r 2. 3 x' _ g,2 % 2 
++ -&,(-) x' ..a z, 2 

.3-= X,-X, (X,- X.) 
2 3 1 '2)' 

From these equations it mey be shewn that 

e fundamental point of the first order,and one of the 

second order,of[,coalesce at each of ·,,/ ,so that 

these points correspond in]' to line-pairs;the points 

3y]]e3Y are also fundamental points of the second order 
-[ 

of I' ,while the poles of3,/,g in respect of C are  fundamental points of the first order of[ ;the conio 

C is s curve of fixed points for [' , 

These statements also become evident on decomposing I' into 

simpler transformations.Thus it may be verified that Z 1s the 

result of performing successively the following operations: 



(1)the operation 6R taking the polar line in respect of c the triangle83¥,(2)the operation,of taking the pole in 

respect of C,and(3)a certain quadratic involutoric Cremona 

transformation I (Steinerian or generalised isogonal trans 

formation) with the fundamental points49Y • 
A triangle 3¥ inscribed in e fundamental conic C,determines 

two noteworthy transformations.The first is the perspectivity 

V which carries d3 respectively into the vertices of its 

polar triangle in regard to C.The centre and axis of the per 

spectivity V are pole and polar in regard to G,and correspond, 

as is well known,to the hessian pair of 3/.The second tran 

sformation is the Cremona involution already called I.Among 

the co' quadratic involutions which have the fundamental 

points gY(these points corresponding to the opposite sides), 
the transformation I is distinguished by the fact,that it 

he.s the centre of the perspectivity V for a fixed point (the 

three other fixed points being the vertices of the polar 

triangle of cg/ ).Between these two transformations,and the 

transformations? ( ,there obtains,as may be easily veri 

fied,the relation 

vI-CR. 
This relation replaces our decomposition op [ a more 

e.t.kc-) · -le 
symmetrical decompositiorr,namely 

-] -l T-IC- IVI;I' IVI. 
(12)APOLAR AND AUTO-PAIRS OF SPECIAL FORMS. 

Ir F Ls of ran one,say F-(00\),the apoler quadratic 0( 
vanishes identically(2),end therefore the apolar pair is 



and is the pair j · -----------------------(,312). 

indefinite,and may be any pair apolar toij .The auto-quadratic 

reduces now to its first term,which is seen to be a vanish 

ing multiple of(i9 .The auto-peir is accordingly definite 

Consider next the case in which F has e binary linear fec 

torgy),say F= ()(by) .The apolar quadratic is then4ea'Ml 

(3.1).By 3·3 the auto-quadratic is seen to be@xx9GB¢e'). 

Thus if@eocby)is a general form,the auto-pair mey be any 

pair containing ;if however@'b'=o ,that is,if@90by) is 

symmetric,the auto-quadratic vanishes,and the suto-pair may 

be any peir of the involution(aobj)=o.These results are con 

firmed by 311 • .--" _-----------------------(3)3 ) 

We shall frequently meet with problems in which it is requi 

red to know the nature of the form F,when certain relations 

hold between its apolar pair and auto-pair. 

Ir me alee,1,,1K%ST ;%.~r e +sis,hen,eAaeOeraA=hes 

identically,so thet F is of rank one(3·2) ,and we heve the 

case3/2,or the apolar quadratic is a perfect square(aj, 

Since F is identically apolar to Qo ,it foll0s that in the 

latter case F developes the binary factor @9),reducing to313, 

By 3·4 ,the apolarity of 5o and Oto amounts to the 

vanishing of the discriminant of ).Hence from 3·12,3·13 

we heve: 

The only case in which the auto-pair ~j (j) and 

the apolar pair of F are mutually apolar,without the 

latter being necessarily s repeated pair,is when F 

1s of the shape(U390)· 



One other case of importance is that in which the given 

auto-pair Ci#j) is knom to be also the apolar pair. 

For this case the first term in the expression3·3 for [ 

must either vanish,or be a multiple of Oy).Since this 

first term is apolar to O,the latter alternative would 

reduc(e to the vanishing of the discriminant of O ,and 

therefore to 3l2,3/3 ,in neither of which however the auto 

pair and the apolar pair are identical.Hence,the first term 

must vanish,so that by357, F is a polar form.It is clear 

thet F) hes j then for its hessian peir.The same results 

may be reached by using 3'7,3·8 • ---------------.(3·15 ) 

(13 )CASES OF INDETERMINATENESS OF APOLAR PAIR FOR GIVEN AUTO-PAIR. 

A form F with a given auto-pair v; can be expressed in only 

one way in the shape 3] ,namely 
F())=(9¢4+(20 p)C03. 

The fixed cubic and the apolar quadratic of F are then, 

{ %-F99= cc++'.«3 
3·%. 0¢= 2&j) {(9049,¢90Bo}e 

Hence it follows that O can vanish identically only in 

three cases,(1(-0identically,(2169=o identically,() 

(o()and(p2Cb) irrer only by e constant factor,that is, 

(iD)=()=o.In the first cese {1s (j)89),end the aolar 

pair may be any pair apolar to 46(3'l2) .If however we speci 

fy a definite mode of approach to {{o,the apolar pair beomes 

determinate.Thus,let 

4=90= gt?6+8y), 
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where 9e= C+(9Do) is an arbitrary cubic specifying 

the mode of approach.Then,from 3/% , 
t = { 8cc9, 0[l@9+892 

- 8{ox9»oe0o'.t, &.:¢. 
Removing the scalar factor ',we see thet the apolar pair has 
�iting 

position.It is also clear that this limiting posi 

tion depends only on the part@d) of }() .Hence, 

when the fired cubic #(of a form with the auto-pair 

j is of the shape(8x) ,the apolar pair mer be any 

pair apolar to 8 .If however we specify a direction 

of approach tojy@9by means of an arbitrary cubic /, 
3l] the apolar pair has e definite limiting position which 

is the same for all cubics } of the shape }+)» 
A corresponding result holds for case (2).It is easy to obt 

obtain the following similar result for csse (3): 

when the fixed cubic of a form with the auto-pair iJ 
is of the shape(9(9CB)the apolar pair is any pair 

apolar tovj ;if however,we specify a definite direc 

tion of approach to(xx~o)by mesns of an arbitrary 

3·/8 cubic}( ,the apolar peir has a definite limiting 

position which is the same for all cubics } of the 

shape /(+Ki9)9j09). 
The case in which the £orm F has vj for its auto-pair,and a 

3 perfect cube(&x) for its fixed cubic,is of special interest. 

Since this does not come under the oases (1),(2),(5),just 
d' t 1scussed,it follos that the apolar,of F is quite definite. 



of F,and AB the residual pair (3Jo) . J 

7h, 'j8 is of the type,xgnd 

If vj is the auto-pair 

then each of the triads 

fl/ therefore apolar to '(o .Hence 

30. The auto-pair of F is the hessisn pair of its 

To find it we have the identity: 

j)=gj5'{j)«<+«40}+oj»{j)«<--{o 

Hence the form F is given by 

F0,))=9(09+(927)09, 
where (A) = ({co+2k0/ 

(8) = &'{c7co- ·(j+o'° 
F The apolar quadratic,is therefore: 

311. 0 ={&9049,00060}'= 43<'{a¢j%on9j909y 

(14)THE APOLAR[CUBIC.SIMILAR FORMS. 

Let the values of x which correspond toy in F be ,x,· 
Consider the system I' of the ' trieds(y',).If one point 

Lof a triad of this type is known,the triad itself is dete 

rmined in two ways,according as we consider z as an or a 

y ·HeneI' is a quadratic system.Also,I' is a continuous 

system.Since a continuous curve of the second order in space 

is necessarily a plane curve,it follows that all triads or[' 

are apolar to a certain cubic f ,which we call the apolar 

cubic of F. 
a IJ, Since f@is by definition,identically apolar toy)F=(y)? by) 

h it follows that /@o is the second rank covariant of the (,2) 
2 

form (3y)cob)) .This wold err=et the srboli determination 

o° the polar cubi. 
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II 
apolar cubic f@, 

I£ F is a polar form with the fixed points 43¥ ,and 1fa"g"y" 
are the cub1covariant points of«g ,then;=• corresponds 

in F to x.a,a" .Hence the apolar cubic of F is apolar to the 

three triads of the type(«a),and therefore represents the 

triad«"gy" .Thus 

The polar cubic of e poler form F is the cubico 

variant of its fixed cubic f(= Fx,x) • 

DEF.Two forms F, F' ill be said to be SIMILAR,if their 

apolar cubics differ only by a constant factor. 

It follows that all forms similar to F have the same auto-t 

pair 'j as F(3·20) .It also follows from the definition, 

that Af±pf, is similar to F,iff; andf,_are similar to F. 

Hence the family of forms similar to F is a linear family, 

involving clearly three parameters.Hence there exists a polar 

form P similar to F.Also,if v) is the auto-pair of F,the 

apolar cubic of(x)(jGk)is indeterminate,end may be any 

cubic apoler to(ix&jx).Therefore the forms(ix)p0y)must be 

reckoned among the forms similar to F.We have therefore 

finally the result: 

If P is the polar form similar to F,the most general 
327 form similar to F · ? th :;he p, '))) 1s ot Ie shape ye'6,y)+970&7), 

where ij is the auto-pair of F and4are arbitrary. 
Since F is similar to itself,it follows that F itself must 

be of this shape.Hence }6=FGx,x)=jF,)9jx8).Let now /o be 

the apolar cubic of F,and {'@ the cubicovariant of;'. 



Since P? is similer to F,its apolar cubic is a multiple of 

f"@oy ;therefore since P is a polar form,it follows from 3·2l 

that Pa,is a multiple of¥( .Also,by32-, j is the hess 

ian pair of/'o,and therefore also of /,so that (@)j0x 
is apolar to'fbx for any k .Hence th~/Ml4/4t/flt~/ 

the cubic of fixed points/= FGx)is apolar to the 
323 

cubicovariant of the apolar cubic of F, 
From these theorems we can construct the correspondence E, 

when its apolar triad/bond its apolar pair% are given. 

Let x be any point,x' the harmonic conjugate of x in respect 

o£%,and ,x,the pair harmonic to a' and i; ,where j is 

the hessian pair of f ,and therefore the euto-pair of F. 
y'' Let y be the point whose first poler pair in respect of k) 

is ,,·Then correspond~nae to (and ' ) in F. 

(15)AUTOMORPHIC TRANSFORMATIONS OF THE (2,1) CORRESPONDENCE. 

In this and the next subsection we consider correspondences 

between x,y,as operations which transform x into y;thus the 
g-Ce 

correspond,F(x,y)=O would be indicated in the operational 

symbolism,by the equation: 

If F,p' be two correspondence-operations,the product FF' in 

dicates as usual the result of performingF,F in succession. 

The involution I whose fixed pair is the apolar pair(0») 
of the (2,1) correspondence F,will be called the basic invo 

lution of F. Since £-i,,,.. is by d.efini tion, apolar to all pairs r; J 
it follows thatFFI .In other words, 

3'21A (2,1) correspondence F absorbs its basic involution 



T ;in smmbo1sF_FI. 
Two correspondences FF'will be said to be congruent,if they 

have the same basic involution.Now,a (2,1) correspondence F@xy) 
may be considered as a (1,1) correspondence between "y and 

the pairs of the basic involution of F.Hencdjit is clear, 

that by following up F by e homography,we would obtain the 

most general correspondence congruent to F.Hence 

Any two congruent correspondences FF' are connected 
I 

32; by a relation of the form FF ,where H is e 

homograph, 

We shall now obtain the condition that the correspondenceFh, 

where H is a homograph7,may be congruent to F.If I is the % 

basic involution of F,then 

FI.H'IH = FI H 

FH (3·24) 

Hence H'T is the basic involution or FH .Thus,for Fend 
-f pH to be congruent,the involutionsT,I ITH must be the same. 

Now the fixed pair or I is the apolar pair%of F,and the 

fixed pair RH'IH is the pair(H'&,'»).Hence 1£ I-H'I+ ,H 

is either a homography H, with the fixed points%,or an in 

volution I containing the pair%.The transformationslH, and 
I I 

T, together form the discontinuous automorphic linear group 

of the point-pair%,of which the continuous group[H,] is the 

r.';llkaua se1°conjugate sub-group:Te 

the homographies H which make FH congruent to F,are 

3'2[ members of the automorphic linear group [tt,,I,] or 
the apolar psir of F. 



corresponds to H ,the other value of H which corresponds to 
I 

H' is therefore HI=IH.We proceed to determine more precisely 

the (1,2) correspondence (H', ) ,for the direct end skew tran 

: l 
I 

I 
I 

is a (1,2) isomorphism.If y' 
-I respondence between H' and H 

wk 
It should be noticed'that [H,] contains a member,the basic 

involution I,which is permutable with every operation of[H,I], 

Now suppose that H has been so chosen that FH is congruent 

to F.Then by 325 ,there must be e relation of the form 

F = H'FH, 

a where H' is a homography.It is clear from this relation,that 

H'is a homography which transforms the pa1r('' into itself, 
I 

where%=Ft,'-Fare the correspondents of the apolar psir in 

F.Thus the homographties 4+' generate the automorphic linear 

group]- [ ,r'] or the point-pa1r%'%' .The groups['],[H] 
are thus of the same type, 

Nor in the relation327H determines H' uniquely;also if is 

of the type lH, ,H' is also of the type ,' ,and if + is of 

the type I, , H' is of the type[' .Thus327 is composed of two 
I I 

types of relations,F='r,,and FT'FI, ,which we shall refer 
I I I I · 

to respectively,as the direct and skew automorphie transform 

ations of F, respectively. 

While H determines H' in327,4' does not however determine 

H uniquely.The correspondence between H' is such that when 
flt -' /: l H' corresponds to H and H to H ,then'H' corresponds toy , 

and H'' to HH .Also,when H' is identity,then H is either iden 

tity or the basic involution I.Thus,it follows that the cor 
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sformations of F. 

For the skew transformations F_I'FI ,it is easy to see that 
I I 

when I,is a singular involution with the fixed pair(0'%'),then 

the two corresponding involutions l, both coalesce with the 
¢ 

singular involution hose fixed peir 1s (%6).s_ further evin 
1. A 

evident on inspection,thet when,contains the auto-pair of F, 
-I ( 
I-,also contains the auto-pair.Hence if the involutions I,E, 
areparametrically represented by 7, ,respectively,in such 

wise that the singular involutions correspond to the values 
r 

0,00 of the parameters,and the involutions7,,E, which contain 

the auto-peir to the values 77=l,=l ,then the correspondence 
( • 2. between I,,I, would clearly be expressed by the relation=f 

Consider next the direct transformations F _ H,'FH, .The 

operations of the Abelin group LH,] csn be represented by 

an angular perameter 6 ,defined modulo7T .Thus,if » is the 

multiplier of H, at the fixed point % (say),we define 6 to 

be ',° .If the angular parameters e6 or ',H are reek 

oned in respect of corresponding fixed points '% (say), 
I then the (1,2) correspondence (H, ,hH,) is determined by the 

following theorem: 

IR F_ H'rH, is any direct transformation o£ F , 

3·2¢ then the angular parameters 0', 6 of hi,',H, are 

connected by the relation 0' -26 , 
For,consider a point +8 ,where is a small scalar,and 

% is an arbitrary fixed point.Since ( is a fixed point of 

the basic involution ofF ,1t follows that x-6+8 corresponds 
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in F to s point which differs from &' by a small quantity 

of the second order.Thus 

F ,, = e',,s, 
where is independent or ' .Let now »), »' be the multi 

pliers or #H,,H' at &,%' .en 
f 4" H, FH, 0r8 = H'F &+»8 

H,' 2+»s 
t, i" z% 

I gt'+»'8z, , 
Hence,since F=,FH, » »'0 s or '= l· 
Thus e'- !_%.+!- ! _.%6.¢/=-28. 2r, 7] 25 ·7 

(16)CANONICAL RESOLUTION OF THE (2,1) CORRESPONDENCE. 

There are co polar correspondences which are congruent toF; 

namel those defined by the co' triads which have as their 

hessian pair,the apolar pair&»)of F.Let 7 be any one of th 

these polar correspondences.Then by 325 there is s relation 

of the form 
r- R, 

where tH is a homography.Since P%=,r=G,it follows that 

-Fa He ,('-Fe=». .Hence H can be expressed in only 

one way in the shape[ H, ,where hi, is a homography with the 
I 

fixed points%»,and L is the involution determined by the 
pairs%',C'.Thus FIH,P;butP-HR is only another of the ! 
polar correspondences congruent to F (sinceH,PC&-,R-6).Hence 

the correspondence F can be expressed uniquely in 

32 the shape IP,where P is a polar correspondence,and 
I an involution. 

We call I and P the involutorig and polar components of F, 
respectively.These components are related in a simple man 
ner to the correspondence F; 



I 0.- F' To prove this,let be the basic involution 1 ,ana P 

%a5 
which has the same fixed points as F,and which,for its auto 

pair,the apolar pair of F. 
I DEF. F will be said to be the correlate of F' ,Lf F and 

Fr'have the same fixed points,and the apolar pair of 

E- is the auto-pair or p', 
With this definition,we heve the following theorem which 

specifies the two components of F: 

If F is the correlate of F',the involutoric compo 
I nent of F is the basic involution o? F ,and the 

330 polar component of F is the polar correspondence 
f defined by the polar cubic of F , 

the polar correspondence]defined by/o,the apolar cubic ofF' 

Leta,%,¢ be the £ired points orF' and a',bl'the other points 

which correspond inF' toy=,,¢ respectively.From the defi 

nition of the spolar cubic it follows that each of the triads 

a«a',6b,«¢¢' is apolar to/'o ; therefore ,n-',R4But since 

2x=«a¢'correspond to the same value a of 4 in r',it follows 

that a',bbl¢' are pairs of the basic involution I ,so that[E_ 
Ta!=a«.Thus the fired points a,6,co? F-' are elso the fired 

points orIP .Also,from the definition or P ,the apolar pair 

o£IP ,which is the same as the apolar pair ofP ,is the hes 

sian pair of /',and therefore the auto-pair ofF'(3·20) .Hence 

[? is the correlate or F',as wes to be proved. 

The correlate F of a correspondenoe F' with the auto-pair 
i} may be constructed by e simple rule.Letx,,correspond 

1nFtoy,so that from the definition of correlate x.xis a 
1' n 
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pair apolar to .Then if J be the involution whose fixed 

pair is ,x_,two of the fixed points oJF'are clearly' • 

Let the third fixed point be y' .The correspondence between 

y' and the pairs ,poler to 'j is clearly (1,1).A1so,when 

e,is one of the three pairs aal,66'ce' ,y'=y= ,6,<, 
respectively.Hence y' y always;in other words, Fee 

if J is a variable involution containing the euto 

pair vj of F',the correlate o£ F' is simply the 

33/ correspondence between the fixed pair of J and the 

fixed point other then j orJF', 



$4E TWO-QUADRATIC REPRESENTATION OF THE PENCIL OF CUBICS. 

(17)DERIVATION OF THE REPRESENTATION. 

It was mentioned that the assigning of either the apolar pair 

or the euto-pair of a (2,1) correspondence F,amounts to two 

linesr conditions on the conditions on the coefficients of 

F.Hence it follows that 

the totality of (2,1) formsF,p)which have a given 

auto-psir/,(),and a given apolar pair ft,belong to 

l'] e pencil.Therefore also,the fixed cubics Fof such 

forms belong to a pencil,which is completely determin 

ed by 7,P. 
The pencil to which Fx)belongs mey therefore be denoted by 

the symbol [PP,] .INo there are pencils of cubics,and there 

are also ¢ pairs of point-pairs7,r.Hence eny pencil of eu 

cubics can be represented in a finite number of ways in the 

form LR,P] .A representation of this kind we shall call "a 

two-gugdrgtic representation"of the pencil. 

] The quadratieT is a factor of the Jacobian of the +2 penc11[7,2]. 

For, let P=(() .The family of correspondences which have 

the auto-pair t} cen be expressed in the shape3·7 ,namely 

Gp)0A>9 +(j)60. 
There is a unique member of this family,say F,which has P, 
for its apolar pair,and a fixed point at i .For i to be e fi 

fixed point ofFG,y),B must be equal to aki ,where k 1s 

numerical.If now Foy)were of full rank two,its apolar quad 



ds ans or 
ratio would be a multiple of kco ,and therefore,would not 

be that given by+g) .Hence must be zero,so that F reduces 

to )pl),where for [, to be the apolar pair,iA must be 

8polar to f .Thus pc,y=A,shewing thet z and similarly 

} are roots of the Jacobian of the pencil denoted by/,r]. 

We heve also obtained here e rule for constructing the pencil 

[,R,) ,name1y 

Let P=~9yo ,and let the harmonic conjugates of 7,) 
with respect to P, be 1, B respectively.Then the pen 

oil[PP,]is simply the pencil determined by the two 

b -'L. 'L 
cubics(~9ch9,(62) • 

Therefore,to obtain a two-quadratic representation of any F 

pencil of cubics,we can take any quadratic factor of its Jac 

obian for T ,and then construct T by means of43.Thus 

there are exactly six two-quadratic representations 

of a pencil of cubics. 

These six representations fall into three conjugate pairs; 
• 

namely the representations[,n.],['P,')are conjugate,if the 

Jacobian of the pencil 1s 7 P'• 
F..GD k 

(18)REPRESENTATION OF APOLAR PENCILS' 

To see how the two-quadratic representations of two apolar 

pencils are mutually connected,we have first to specify the 

relation of the pencil[_,P) to the quadratic apolar to P,P. 
For this purpose we begin by recalling some fundamental 

0 
properties of the pencil [? of cubics. 

A 

The pencil I' possesses several quartic combinants,those 
which concern us here being;the apolar quartic,which is the 



inique quartic apolar to every member o£ T' ,the Jacobian 

quartic,the roots of which are the repeated roots of members 

of I ,and the residual quartic,the roots of which#t are the 

non-repeated roots of those members of [ which possess repe 

ated roots £/th6/.Since T determines,and is determined b 
uniquely by,its apolar quartic,it follows that all the quartic 

combinants must be covariants of the apolar quartic,and must 
r.t..Gt-) 

8sgsuch,belong to its syzygetic pencil'.The sextie covariant 

of this associated syzygetic pencil,which is,aslis well kom, 
the product of three mutually apolar quadratics,may be called 

the sextie combinant or[', 

Tle three involutions determined by the three mutually apolar 

quadratic factors of the sextic combinant or[' ,form with 

identity a groupG of order four,which transforms every 

guertette of the associated syzygetic pencil into itself. 

Hence-must transform I into itself,and therefore every 

member or[ into another member.In particular,G- transforms 

a member with a repeated root into another member with a rea 

peated root.Thus if i,vs', be the Jacobian quartette,and /,4, 
· • (=02,3,4) 

hA,the residual quartette,so thet(y@a),are the members 

o£ I with a repeated root,it follows that 

any involution o£ CG effects the SAME permutetion on 

the two quartettes • ,h,h,A,h,---which are the 

Jacobian and residual quartettes,written in the order 
in which they are associated in T', 

Now any two quartettes u,i,i,, ,h,4A, ,of a syzygeti 23 1'z'3 q • pen 
cil,when written down in arbitrary orders,may either be iso. - 

:_j 

l 
I 
i 



It is well known that apolar pencils of cubics heve the same 

Jacobian,and therefore the same sextic combinant.Therefore 

they could be simultaneously represented in the shapes[,P,] 

[,PR] ,P being any factor of their common Jacobian.Now, 

the sextic combinant 
' 

factor is by4' apolar 

• 

.Thus there is a linear relation bet. 

.This quadratic 

the quadratic apolar to ? and T is one of the three 

mutually apolar quadratic factors of the sextie com 

binant of the pen11/7,7,] 

there is only one quadratic factor of 

which is apolar to P 
to P,,as well as to P 

3 

Now take any one of the six two-quadratic representetions of 

Tl ,say,the representation±LR] ,where.7t='2).BY/3 
the quadratic7, is then the quadratic apolar to(9)(/,x9) and 

('.)c,) .The quadratic apolar to P and T is then seen to 

be simply the quadratic apolar to(oo) and/,)0,) .Hence by 

the theorem of isomorphism of order(45),it is one of the 4 
quadratic factors of the sextic combinant oI',We therefore 

have the result: 

morphie or antimorphie in regard to the group G of the pen 

cil;they would be isomorphic if any involution of effects 

the seme permutation on them both,antimorphic otherwise.The 

theorem l5 amounts therefore to the isomorphism of the Jaco 

bien and residual quartettes,when in the orders in which they 

are associated in [ .This isomorphism clearly implies that 

the quadratic apolar to()(%) and ,)0is one of the three 

mutually apolar quadratic factors of the sextic covariant, 



ween 7,P,r, .Hence: 

Apolar pencils of cubios admit of simultaneous two 

quadratic representations in the shapes/n],jn,7+R]· 

(19 )REPRESENTATION OF THE NULL PENCIL. 

The last theorem 4'l points to the necessity of studying the 

family of pencils whose two-quadratic representations are of 

.Let us call the pencil[±77],the 

pencil I], .There are three fundamental -involutions which 

have to be considered;namely, 

()the involution l,between )1 ,such that the quadratics 

P+RP+.P are apolar.The fixed elements of this invo 

lution correspond to the perfect squares of the pencil P+? 
and are therefore given by 

J 1 pd,-o .,ta 
where the d's are the usual invariants of P,P, 

(ii)It is seen from47 that the apolar pencil of a pencil [] 

1s a pencil[;[ .We call the involution between ,,the 

involution[_,.The fixed elements of° I, are the values of 
for which [' is a null pencil;these values have yet to be t" 
determined. 

,R 
(lij)WE define the_ absolute invariant of two quadratics,to be 

the number yf, ;thus the absolute invariant vanishes when 
I 

either of the quadratics is a perfect square,becomes inf 

nite when they are apolar,and takes the value unity when 
r48, nave z. 5e.,$ the a common 'ac;or'Since the absolute invariant is 

of the second degree in the coefficients of either quadra 
tic,there must be two values of for which the absolute 

ll , I 
I 
1 
I 

", 

• 



invariant R, PE, is a given number k .We define I, 
to be the involution of pairs of such values of .It is 

immediately verified that the two values of coalesce 

only when k-co@I .Now the absolute invariant of P,P+I, 
is equal to I only when P and T+E, heve a common fac 

tor,that is,only when =o;and the same absolute invariant 

is infinite only when T+E is the quadratic P of the 

pencil,which is apolar to 7 .Thus the fixed elements of l, 
correspond to the quadratics P,P'• 

But sine the quadratics P,P' are apolar,they correspond to 

pair of the involution E, ;thus the fixed elements ofZbelong 

to I, .The two involutions T,,I, ere therefore symmetrically 

related,and are permutable with each other. 

We next shew that the fixed elements of° I, belong also toT, • 

For this we have to shew that the pencils,whose two-quadratic 

representations are[]I,R'] ,ere apolar pencils.By3I5 the 

(2,1) correspondences whose auto-pair and apolar pair are 

identical with Po,are the polar correspondences whose fixed 

triads are apolar to7? .Hence the pencil lP,PR] is the pencil 

of triads apolar to7? .By 3'll the correspondences whose 

auto-pair is Pt) ,and whose apolar pair is apolar to Pg;are [t 

of the shape Po(y) ,where } is arbitrary.Hence the pencil 

LR,RX] is the singular pencil R%0,Thus the pencils[,P].Jr i] 
1»1','] 

are apolar pencils,shewing that the fixed elements of[belong 
3 

also to[,_.The involution I, nay therefore be specified as 
that which contains the fixed pairs of7%UI. 

t 2 

To specify I, itself,we write every quadratic Pf, in the 
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shapeP+AP' ;the perfect squares of the pencil7E ere 

then of the shape±bP' ,where t is given by t'+d-=o, 4' d 
being the respective discriminants or ', P .Now write7tPL; 
end consider the apolar pencil of the penci1[P,] .The(2,9) 

Zn form which has ?for apolar pair,and &9 for its auto-peir 

must possess the binary factor(ex) ,as was seen in (l2) .Thus 
It 7l 3 the members of the pencil [r ,)have the common factor,5o9 

3 
that its apolar pencil contains the member) .We see then 

that the apolar pencil of [P,) is that pencil of the family 

[rP+)-T,which contsins the member a».Now the apolar pair 

of the (2,1) form which has the auto-pair 7to=4),and the 
3 

fixed cubic (so),hes been determined in 3'1 to be 
3¢+ti9xcj=-6GP+t'+ +UT = -a0(P+3¢n'). 

Thus the two pencils[,+en'][swser']ere apolar pencils;so also 

ere the two pencils[,P-en,'],[R,re].The involution I, therefore 

contains the two pairs- c, 3¢ and k=-t,-3¢ ;hence its fixed 

pair is given by R=±Vt .This determines the null pencils 

of our family,namely 

• if the perfect squares of the pencil7+7, are T±t?' 
- th-id ) the null pencils of our family are ~iar bl,T,±en']. 

SincetU',d=, ,the absolute invariant 7,P,±tr' is equal to 
A(d+3e') = -2 .Hence 

L·¢ I[,R] is a null penoi1,the absolute 1nvariant z? 
P, is eua to -2. 

The results of this subsection give the fundamental properties 

of the two-quadratic representation.It is easy to derive from 

II 



them any formulae or invariant expressions that may be required. 

7/ 

• 
Suppose the Jacobian or [' to be the product of the quadratics 

,P' ,and let the corresponding conjugate representations 

or I' be[r,],[''].It 1s clear from (9),that two involutions 

of the groupGr associated with I' transform P,7, simultaneous 

1y 1nto?', P,' .Thus the absolute invariants(7,E),('R') are equal, 
so that the six two-quadratic representations of [ give rise 

only to three distinct absolute parameters. 

It is clear that two pencils IE' are linearly transformable 
.) 

into one another,if one absolute parameter of either is equal 

to one absolute parameter of the other.It follows from this, 

that the absolute invariant t;�(� �-z-)of the apolar quartic of 

the penei1 [' must be a rational function of the absolute 

parameter@ or I' .We proceed to determine the exact form of 

this function. 

If t is given,the pencil [ is determined apart from an ar 

bitrary linear transformation,and therefore its absolute para 

meter S is determined in three ways.Hence the relation between 

¢ and S is of the form 
+_{@ 

= ds) 
where 79)p(s) are cubics.Now if~-o ,the apolar quartic or Tl 
is self-apolar and therefore I' 1s a null pencil.But 4' shews 

(20 )THE ABSOLUTE PARAMETERS OF A PENCIL. 

If the pencil [ has the two-quadratic representation L,7], 
then it is clear that the absolute invariant or ,,r,is an 

irrational absolute invariant of the pencil [' ;we shall call 

it an absolute parameter or Tl 
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that the absolute parameters of a null pencil are ell equal 

to -2 ;hence 4($)=(S+a)' .Again when t=] ,the apolar auartic of 

Tl has e squared factor,an therefore the penei1]' 

contains the perfect cube@x)'.In this case it is easy to 

see that for four of the six representations [,7,] or]', 

P and P, have the common factor(x).Thus when t=l ,two 

of the values of S are equal to .Lastly when ~=co ,the 

apoiar quartic has vanishing j and possesses an apolar 

quadratic P.The penci1[' is then the singular penei1 Teo0d) 
end has therefore the representation[P')(where F' is apo 

lar toP),which counts four times among its six represents 

tions.Hence when t- o ,two of the values of S are infinite. 

These conditions determine s)as being equal to 21S .We heave 

therefore finally the relation: 

4• 7 0 . t- -:::. '1+- "1-)3 
- 27$ 2 

between the absolute parameter oz Tl and the absolute inva 
.t..de: sk 

F riant of its apolar quartic 
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$ 5.THE BINARY GEOMETRY OF THE CIRCLE. 

(21)THE SPECIAL (2,1) CORRESPONDENCES ON THE CIRCLE. 

Henceforth we are concerned with the geometry in respect of 

a fundamental circle,of centre and radius / .The points on 

the circle will be represented by binary symbols,the circular 

being invariably represented by ,j .The types of (2,1) 0or 

respondence on the circle which have a metrical significance 

are those which are specially relsted to } .We consider two 

such types,namely 

())Auto-correspondences,or the(2,1) correspondences which 

have the auto-pair vj • 
()Diametral correspondences,or the (2,1) correspondences 

which heve the apolar pair j · 
An auto-correspondence (or diametral correspondence) is com 

lal@rad 
pletely,by its triangle of fixed points g3/ ,and may be call 

edthe auto-correspondence (or diametrel correspondence) of g% 
j From the definition of correlate (I6) ,it follows 

that the diametral correspondence of gyis the correlate of 

its auto-correspondence.The theorem3·31 might therefore be 

utilised to derive the former from the latter. 

A pair of points on the circle my be named indifferently by 

the chord joining them,or by the pole of this chord in respect 

of the circle.If two pairs on the circle be harmonic,the line kick 

aale is incident with the point which names the other.Thus if the 

apolar pair of a (2,1) correspondence ' on the circle be named 

by the point O ,then the pairs of the basic involution of I' 
are the extremities of chords passing through O. F itself 
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may accordingly be considered as a (1,1) correspondence {'} 

between points of the circle and lines through O .In partiou 

lar,if F is a diametrel correspondence,then 0 coincides with 

the centre S of the circle;thus the general diametral corres 

pondence is a (1,1) correspondence between diameters and 

points on the circle. 

If F is the auto-correspondence of «sy,and if y=p correspond 

in p- to = azag,the chord Oamay be called for brevity the vV t/. 

auto-chord of in respect of 8/.The (1,1) correspond...r}is 

then the correspondence between points on the circle and their 

auto-chords.Since, correspond to each other in the euto 

correspondence F ,the auto-chords of each of j passes through 

the other.If now O4/0a'be the respective euto-chords of }, 

it must therefore follow from the property of a (1,1) corres 

pondence,that the cross ratios O{/j}and{PF'j'are equal.Hence 

follows the fundamental angle-property of the auto-correspondee: 

If the point f moves on the circle through an angle a 

about the centre,its auto-chord turns through an angle-· 

If the triangle @/ is equilateral,then ij would be the hes 

sisn pair of 0dgY ,and the polar correspondence which has the 

fixed points3Y would have '} for its apolar as well as its 

euto-pair(C$ 3·15) .Thus 

The dismetral correspondence and the auto-correspondence 

5) of an equilateral triangle are both identical with its 

polar correspondence, 

We shall hereafter concern ourselfves only with the auto-cor 

respondence,the diametral correspondence being of little imp 

5l 



ortance for our purpose. 

The apolar cubic for the auto-correspondence F of gy has 

t) for its hessian pair32o),end therefore represents the 

vertices"3y"of a certain equilateral triangle.IR &'g''is the 

unique equilateral triangle apolar toy ,then by323,«''Y,'y" 

are cubicovariant equilateral triangles,so that«" sy'are 

diameters.Hence if "g"y''is given,the possible triangles g/ 
are apolar to a fixed equilateral triangle''Y',which is the 

nz' cub1covariant triangle of.Also,since similar correspond 

ences have the same auto-pair(+) ,the correspondences similar 

to an auto-correspondence must also be auto-correspondences. 

It is therefore clear that 

the auto-correspondences of the c triangles apolar to 

53 an equilateral triangle,constitute a family of similar 

correspondences. 

But ifF,y)is an auto-form (that is,a form which determines 

an auto-correspondence),the family of forms similar toFxy)is 

given bypF))9907)(3·2)Thus the auto-chords of e point y 
in regard to two similar auto-correspondences,are represented 

by to quadratics which differ by a multiple of)o),and are 

therefore parallel.Hence,using53 ,we have the result: 

The auto-chords of a fixed pointy in respect of ell 

5L. triangles apolar to an equilateral triangle,are pare 

llel straight lines. 

(22) THE PEDAL ANGLE. 

The fundamental angle-property5:/ mey be stated in the follow 

ing symmetrical form: 



If the auto-chord in respect of3y ,of one vertex of 

any inscribed triangleale is parallel to its opposite 

5·.4 side,the same is true of every vertex;and the triangles 

clc with this property are all the triangles apolar to 

the equilateral triangle a"g"" o£(2D)• 

The first part follows from 5/ ;to prove the letter pert of 

the theorem,we notice that the triangles a6c are determined by 

any two of their vertices,and constitute therefore a linear 
• o'--system,apolar to a certain triangle.Now,ifhp,is the euto 

chord of e point p in respect of ~/ ,the trianglesp/,p,ere 
of the type kc ,and are apolar to«"gy"rrom the definition of 

the apolar triad.Hence the system of triangles al¢ is the 

system apolar to .'g"y" 
Let 9/al¢ be two inscribed triangles,and let the auto-chords 

of a point h- in respect l6of them be inclined at an angle 6 
with one another.Then by5·l, the euto-chords of any other point 

in respect of the same triangles will also make the same 

angle 6 with one another.Thus the angle D depends only on the 

two triangles,and may be called their pedal angle.The trian 

gles9/, al& will also be said to be pedo-parallel when their 

pedal angle¢ =oGdT) ,and pedo-perpendicular when the pedal 

angle= II,Cd).The oh-system o° all triangles pedo-psral 

lel to3/may be called the pedo-parallel system of4,3/ .A 

pedo-parallel system is clearly a linear system,and it follows 

from 6l that 

5·[. ? Dedo-parallel system may also be defined es the sys 

tem of triangles apolar to an equilateral triangle. 
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3 o 
Thus the od inscribed triangles of the circle fall into, pedo 

parallel systems,each of which is specified by its equilateral 

member,or by any one of its members.The triangles of the type 

• being apolar to every equilateral triangle,belong to every 
pedo-parallel system. 

5'] Cubicovariant equilateral triangles are pedo-perpendi 
t, cul8l% 

For,let al<,a'6'' be cub1covariant equilateral triangles,so Tiet 

a',b}'ec' are diameters.By 5 2,the auto-chord of in respect 

of al and of a'in respect ofa'le',is in each case the diameter 

aa'.Hence from the fundamental angle-property 5/ ,it follows 

that le,al'e' are pedo-perpendicular, 

We can conclude from this theorem that the triangle a''g''which 

represents the apolar triad of the euto-correspondence of 3/, 
is pedo-perpendicular to8/ .For,the equilateral triangle a'a'y' 
apolar to3/ is also the pedo-parallel equilateral triangle of 

(6%) 
8;and from the last section (2D ,a¢""y'is the cubioovariant 

equilateral triangle of«'y'.Hence«"y'is the equilateral tri 

angle pedo-perpendicular to ''y',and therefore to@/.It also 

follows that the triangles alin theorem 55 are all the 

triangles pedo-perpendicular to3/.This theorem might also 

be extended in the following manner: 

The auto-chords in respect of3y ,of the vertices of 

any other inscribed trianglelc ,make the seme angle 6 

with their opposite sides;this d is the complement of 

the pedal angle betwen 43/talc, 
The first pert follows from $/ .To prove the second part,we 

5.3 
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have only to take a triangle,gy,which makes the pedal angle-8 r, I 

with¥/ .Then a6& is such that the auto-chords of its ver 

tices,in respect of,,/, ,are parallel to their opposite sides; 

hence in virtue of our previous remark, cc is pedo-perpendi 

cular to,gy,,and therefore makes the pedal anglef with·,/. 
[1 2 

A special case of 5ig arises ifad is identical with@/. 

Since &@/ is pedo-parallel to itself,it follows that the auto 

chords of,,/ in respect of8/ are perpendicular to their 

opposite sides.But these auto-chords should pass through, / 

respectively,and also through the point D which represents the 

apolar pair of the auto-correspondence of e43/ .Hence we have 

the fundamental result: 

The perpendiculars of the triangle ·/are concurrent;and 

the point of concurrence,namely the orthocentre,is none 

other than the point O which names the apolar pair of 

r.t@[D the auto-correspondence or3y_ 
If now be any point of the circle,and/-/ the chord perpendi 

eular to) ,then in the triangle/the auto-chord of being 

perpendicular to0/ ,is parellel to/.Therefore by 5·5 the 

auto-chord of J is parallel to«/.But this is s well-known pro 

perty of the pedal line of h .Hence 

the euto-chord of h and the pedal line of ,in res 

pect of the same triangle,are parallel to one another. 

This parallelism justifies the name "pedal angle".The following 
direct expression,which is easily obtained for the pedal angle 
between two triangles,might have also been made the starting 
point of a treatment of pedo-parallelism; 

5l0 
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the pedal angle between two inscribed triangles37ale 
is equal to}{a+%+--3-Y ,where <,3,,6, also repre 

sent the angles which the central radii vectores to the 

corresponding points,make with a fixed direction. 

Ile mey now set down the geometrical implications,which certain 

of our previous results possess in virtue or 54 .Thus the theo 

theorems 3·17, 3) of (3) give the following: 

the orthocentres of ell inscribed triangles are definite 

iith the exception of triangles of the types A,j5'j' 
the orthocentre of iA is en indefinite point on ,but 

assumes e definite limiting position ifiAis approached 

along any pencil[' ,this limiting position depending 
512 only on the linear system containingIl and the singular 

pencil(in); the orthocentre of ijk is an indefinite point 
kt,(t 
~in±iifinfbyq~uh has a definite limiting position for any 

s· linear approach to i) ,and the limiting position is the 

same for all approaches in the same pedo-parallel system. 

It is easy to shew that 3·1) reduces to the following: 

if.'be a diameter of the circle,the orthocentre of the 
5'13 r 

inscribed point-triangle· is the reflection of in«. 

We shall lose this subsection with some invariant expressions 

relating to the triangle 3/ and the circular points ·j.Writing 

/( = (9080Yo)3 po=(7) 
I 

it is clear that the cubic f()which gives the pedo-parallel 

equilateral triangle of8/ is the cubic apolar to/ andp .It 

is easy to shew that 

5 



The pedo-perpendicular equ.lt. the uu1..a1eral triangle of kg/ being 
cub1covariant of/lo,is 

·+ b /' :£' given y ·@ ,the Jacobian of, and p .s 
Since 

we have the following expression for f( : 

5is Flo= (¢'#'=- 5(#'-«r? 
The liner covariant (p4)represents s point } (which we shall 

call the Euler point of.g/ ),such that ·) is apolar to3y.No 
the condition of apolarity of two triads <,l¢,,a6<of a conic,can 

222_ 

be shewn to be ,that the conic inscribed to,,c.should be- 

touch the polar lines of each of these triangles in regard to 

the conic.Hence the apolsrity of·g/ and } implies that the in% 

scribed parabola of@3Y with focus atp, touches the polar line 
.. 

of«p in regard to the circle.But this polar line is seen to 

be the perpendicular-bisector of$ .Thus the mid-point of p 
lies on the tangent at the vertex of the inscribed parabola, 

lo 
which is,the pedal line of p .Since this pedal line also bisects 

the join of p to the orthocentre ,it must be parallel to~0.Thus 
2 The Euler point(p,¥)' is the point whose pedal line in 

5.g. respect o£&6/is parallel 5? the muler 1#ne of3/(namely 

the line$O);the point(pf)is the diametrically opposite 

• point or@;) 
(25)A POLAR CORRESPONDENCE RELATED TO THE AUTO-CORRESPONDENCE. 

Bet pp,be the diameter perpendicular to the auto-chord of} in 

respect ofgY •Then by 52,p pis the auto-chord of pin respect 

of° the pedo-perpendicular equilateral triangle of4@.On applying 

5·$t% the trisng1%'j,it appears that the pedal 1ines of% 
AN 

l 



are parallel to pk,pp,respectively.Hence 

If through each point } we draw the chord p, parallel to 

5- 'he pedal line of} in respect of·@y ,the correspond 

ence (hp] is the (2,1) polar correspondence of the pedo 

perpendicular equilateral triangle of ·gY • 
Let O'be an arbitrary point in the plane,t.the auto-chord of } 

in respect of·g/,and_the chord through o' parallel to,».We I 2 2 

see immediately that the correspondence(p,a,a_)is an auto-corres 
(b '1 a 

pondence.I£a'g'y'be its fixed points (so that o'is the ortho 

centre of«'gf),then the euto-chords of p in respect of ·'a'y' 
I 

are by construction parallel,ors'yis pedo-parallel to@f.Thus, 
t I The lines through·,,Y'parallel to their respective auto 

chords in respect of ·@/,are concurrent only if<Jg'y'is 
67 

pedo-parallel to 0/;the point of concurrence is there 

y' fore the orthocentre of '~ . 
The triangles 0' {" £ s1,,5us,occur in connection with the study 

of the inscribed parabolas of 3Y.It is easy to see that, 

if p,)p. 9¢ be the diameters parallel and perpendicular to 
Ff» ;5 

the axis of the inscribed parabola whose focus is p ,the 

correspondences(p,kt),sgEre the respective polar corres 

pondenees or£"anad /' .The triangles4'¥"therefore give 

the foci of inscribed parabolas,whose axes touch the 

circle,and pass through its centre respectively. 

We mnow from 5/2that the orthocentre of the triangle vjp has a 

definite limiting position P for all approaches in the pedo 

parallel system of&6/ ;it is clear from the above thet? is 

the point at infinity on the directrix of the inscribed para 



bola whose focus is p • 
(24)PEDO-PARALLEL AND ORTH0CENTRIC PENCILS. 

A pedo-parallel 6tt~m pencil of inscribed triangles is a pen 

cil any two members of which are pedo-parallel,that is,a pencil 

wholly contained in a pedo-parallel system. 

Let Obe any point of the plane,and let S,O Astand also for the 

quadratics which represent parametrically the point-pairs on 

the circle which are named by$,O respectively (so that=@ojx). 
Then from the definition of the two-quadratic representation,and 

from51,1t follows that the pencil[s,0] consists of triangles 

having their orthocentre at O .Thus the inscribed triangles 

with a given orthocentre O form a pencil,which we may call the 
orthocentric pencil of @• 

It is clear from l'2that any pencil,among the four Jacobian 

points of which and are included,is an orthocentric pencil. 

Since the singular pencil ij belongs to every pedo-parallel 

system,a pedo-parallel pencil must contain a member e .Hence 

an orthocentric pencil may also be defined as a pencil 

which contains two members of the form iiA,jjB ,the com 

5o mon orthocentre being the intersection of A58);8 pedo 

parallel pencil may be defined as one which has a member 

of the form jA • 
Hence 

the necessary and sufficient condition for pedo-parallel 

ism of two inscribed triangles,is thet the conic inscrib 
5·2 

ed to them be a parabola;the locus of orthocentres of the 

pedo-parallel pencil determined by them is then the di 



rectrix of the parabola. 

By supposing that the quadratic P represents the circular points 
on the circle,the theorem ly'7 reduces to: 

the apolar pencil of the orthocentric pencil of O is 

5·22 the orthocentric pencil of another point in the dia 

meter through O. 

By the same supposition the family of pencils studied in (/9 

becomes the family of orthocentrie pencils of points on s die 

meter,(spy The involution T, then corresponds to the involution 

of pairs of points in A,A_which ere inverse in regard to the fun 
2- 

damental circle;byFt44sS«¢4the involution J, corresponds to the 

involution of points on AA equidistant from the centre.Further 
I 2. 

1f the two points determining the null orthocentrio pencils are 

at a distance p from $ ,then by41Ates<p.de 3.Thus the 

points of°Lare at a distance3pfrom ,a result which is also 

directly evident from l'$¥ .We have thus 

the locus of points determining the null orthocentric 

pencils is a concentric circle of radius3p ;inverse 
513 

points in respect of this circle determine apolar ortho 

centric pencils. 

The result may be verified in a particular case.If ex is a point 

on the circle,the orthocentric pencil of is the pencil of 

right-angled triangles which have their right angle et < .The 
3 

apolar pencil therefore contains the member(x) ,and is further 

an orthocentric pencil(52-2).Now by5·13 the orthocentre of a 
is the point @ on$ produced,which is distant35from .So the 

orthocentric pencils of o<. � are cn��;:i:;itri 13 :pencils. The :points 
+ )" 

@ being evidently inverse in the concentric circle of radiusp, 



centre of@Y ,and O' the inverse of O in respect of the con 

the theorem 5·23 is verified. 

(25) ORTHOCENTRIC LOCI. 

A geral linear [.) -sys·em r1]of inscribed triangles consists 

of triangles apolar to a fixed triangle /.IR O be the ortho 

centric circle of radiusV3 0 ,then the orthocentric pencil of O' 
being apolar to 43 /(523)must be completely contained in[r].It 

is clear that this is the only orthocentric pencil contained in 

[M] .Also,the system[] has in general only one member in 

common with the pencil of equilateral triangles.A very conveni 

ent way of specifying[M] is by mesns of its equilateral member 

and its unique orthocentrio pencil. 

Let M, be the member or [»] ,of the form ij,and1,M,the mem 

bers of the form in,jj0.1£ ih,4B intersect in O ,then the 

pencil(M'Jis the orthocentric pencil of O ,and is the unique 

orthoentrio pencil contained in[M].Let P'be the general mem 

ber of]Ml.,end its orthocentre.The correspondence between l, 

is in general (1,1),the exceptions being covered by 2,Since 

[]is a general linear system,the approaches to'', contained in 

[M]are not pedo-parallel,so that the orthocentre of M,is indefi 

nite,and may be anywhere at infinity(5·2)Similarly the ortho 

centres of M,',are indefinite,and mey be anywhere on ,0res 
pectively.Hence the reltion between P]and is a cremona quad 

ratio transformation with the fundamental elements 1-M,1,-Q,j. 
Now in a cremona quadratic transformation between two planes,a 

linear locus in either is transformed into a quadratic locus 

Pessing through the three fundamental points in the other.Hence, 



Z The locus of orthocentres of any pencil or [M]is a conic 

through O~j ,that is,a circle (diametrically opposite 

points of this circle may be verified to be the ortho 

centres of pedo-perpendicular members of the pencil);the 

5.PU"le degenerates into a point-circle,when the pencil is 

orthocentric,and into e line when it is a pedo-parallel 
pencil(2)The locus of the orthocentres of a conic-system 

of triangles containing three members of the type M,,P1,)L, 

is a straight line. 

It should be observed however,that if [] is a pedo-parallel sys 

tem (or a system containing either of the singular pencils~il?), 

the correspondence between Pl,is no longer a cremona,but a lin 

ear correspondence, 

Suppose now that the circles ,d' are the orthocentric loci of 

two apolar pencils'I!' .Let4@/be any member or I' ,anaO its 

orthocentre,so that O is a point onC .LetO' be the point in 

verse to O in regard to the concentric circle of radiusV,po .Then 
I 

the apolar system or4~] contains [' and also the orthocentric 
7 / 1 pencil o£O' .Hence [ contains a member whose orthoentre is O 

I 
so that O' is a point on d' .It £ollows that C anad are in 

verse circles in regard to the concentric circle of raai'',me 
A # 

The orthocentric loci of two apolar pencils are two cir 

cles mutually inverse in the second fundamental circle 

(by which we mesn the concentric circle of radius5p) 525 ' 
therefore the orthocentric locus of a null pencil is a 

circle orthogonal to the second fundamental circle, 

The latter part of this theorem may be verified for a particular 
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case.The simplest null pencils are those of the type pp ,where 

pis a fixed point.Now it is easy to see that the orthooentre of 

the inscribed line-triangle ppl is the reflection in p of the 

extremity of the chord through p perpendicular to}} .Thus the 

orthoentric locus of the null pencil(pp)) is the reflection of 

the fundamental circle inp .It is an easy verification to shew 

that the second fundamental circle of radius/pis orthogonal to 

the reflection of the fundamental circle in any of its points. 

As a particular case o? 525,we see that the orthocentrice 

locus of a null pedo-parallel pencil must be a diameter, A_.Now 
1 '2 

there are two remarkable harmonic point-pairs on s diameter ,,, 

namely the peir of extremitiesA,,and the peire .Hence there 
2. 

ere four remarkable members of the pedo-parallel null pencil, 

namely those whose orthocentres are these four points@The mem 

bers with their orthocentres at 5co are the equilateral member 

and the member of° the form,respectively;those which have 

their orthocentres at k,are the two right-angled members which 

have their right angles at , A_,and which (since they are pedo 
D '2° 

parallel) have perpendicular diameters for their hypoteneuses. 

Hence 

e null pedo-parallel pencil contains two harmonic pairs 

of remarkable members;the first pair consists of the two 

right-angled triangles of the pencil,the second of the 

equilateral triangle,end the triangle of the form ·Jk. 
The former have their right angles at diametrically op 

posite points,and heve perpendicular diameters for their . 
hypoteneuses. 



(2)OTHER SYSTEMS OF INSCRIBED TRIANGLES.THE ANTIPEDAL ANGLE. 

Let every inscribed triangle gY be represented by the point in 

three-dimensional space whose homogenous coordinates ere propor 

tional to the coefficients of the binary cubic)(~00x)The coa 

lesoed triangles of the type et will then correspond to the 

point A[hr a certain fundamental twisted cubicC ;in particular 
the two triads i';j7 will correspond to two pointsI,J onC • 

The equilateral triangles will correspond to points on the chord 

IJ of ,end the singular pencil ijl to the axis[J (that is, 
the intersection of the osculating planes at[,J toC ).Pedo 

parallel systems are represented by planes through the axis[J 
J 

pedo-parallel pencils by lines meeting the axis[J ,and ortho 

centric pencils by lines meeting the tangents at I,J. 
The system of inscribed triangles congruent to a given inscribed 

triangle /may be called the congruent system or43¥ ;it is 

' clear that it is represented by a twisted cubic C passing 

through the point P which corresponds to 3/.It is easy to shew 
that'passes through the points[,J or C ,and has also the same 

osculating tetrahedron stIJ es C (so that,d' have the same 

tangents and the same osculating planes atT,J).One and only one 

twisted cubic of the type ' pesses through each point of space. 

It will be noticed also that C itself is a particular case or'. 
We define equilateral systems to be the linear systems 

which contain all equilateral triangles.Thus the equilateral 

systems correspond to the planes through the choraIJ or( ,and 

are therefore,in a sense,correlative to the pedo-parallel sys 

tems.The triangle apolar to all members of an equilateral sys 



tem is clearly of the form g.Hence,from the definition of the 

Euler point (22),it follows that 

an equilateral system is the totality of triangles which 

have a given Euler point, 

Just as the pedal angle between two triangles is the measure of 

separation between the pedo-parellel systems containing them,so 

there is a second angle,namely the antipedal gngle,which is the 

measure of separation between the equilateral systems containing 

them.We define the antipedal angle between two triangles to be 

half the angle subtended at the centre by their Euler points. 

It was shewn in S/%that the pedal line of the Euler point is 

parallel to the Euler line of the triangle.If we call the angle 

between the Euler lines of two inscribed triangles,their Euler 

ian angle,then from 5/it easily follows that the pedal,antipe 

dal,and Eulerien angles are connected by the following relation: 

572 (pedal angle)-(antipedal angle)=Eulerian angle. 

Since the Eulerian angle between two co-orthocentric triangles 

is zero,we see,es a particular case,thet 
the pedal angle between two co-orthocentric triangles 

52 is also their antipedal angle. 

The condition that the pencil determined by two triangles may 

contain an equilateral member,is that their antipedal angle 

be equel to zero (mo1). 



$6. TES PEDAL AND THE SEMI-PEDAL FORMS. 

(27)THE SEMI-PEDAL PENCIL AND THE PEDAL FORM. 

If 4gy is an inscribed triangle,the feet of the perpendiculars 

on its sides from any point x on the circle are collinear;if 

the line of collinearity cuts the circle in y,the correspond 

ence(,y) is determined by a (3,2) form TT,)which we all 

the pedal form of @/• 
We shall prove the collinearity property by means of the idea 

of Derivate Forms,introduced in (5) .It was shewn in 5I7,that 1f 

through each p, we draw the chord pp parallel to the pedal line 

of p in regard to gy ,the correspondence (h,p) is the(a,v) polar 

correspondence {°)}_ ,where { is given by 5/5 .Bence the(3) 

correspondence(p,pp)is represented by the defective polar form 

(3y)/fb}_(v) .Thus the two values of y corresponding to any in 

the �,2..5 correspondence f!.-�){f ''er-.>J are the extremities of a chord 
J 

parallel to the pedal line of .Hence the pedal form TW,9)on 

sidered as a quadratic in,en only differ by s multiple of(j3) 
from (9){f~}.Combining with this the fact (which we may be sup 

posed to o from elementary geometry) that ,g,Y are finite 

fixed points of the pedal correspondence,it is clearly suggested 

that we should look for the pedal form T/(y)among the members of 

the pencil: 

We shall 
the values k=l,=l of the parameters.Before we do this,it is 

well to notice some obvious properties of the pencil of formsTT } 
which we call the semi-pedal forms of 4~/. 



The semi-pedal penei1 TT'belongs to the +11 t £ LI spec1a. ype o penci 
which contains a defective member;hence every semi-pedal form 77/ 
has the same fixed points g/¢ .From the definition of the de 

rivate form,we see also that the derivate of any semi-pedal form 

in respect of the partition ·3/ij,is a multiple of the polar 

form}f}.of particular interest is the behaviour of a semipedal 
7 7 . 

correspondence TT' at , ·We see by actual substitution thaty='j 
correspond in any TT' to x=(j)(r) respectively.Hence 

(ej) is s closed and complete peir of any semi-pedal or 
1r' 

( respondence,(including by anticipation,the pedal corres 

pondence TI also);or briefly,any II' is complete and 

closed at infinity. 

Our method of further procedure is the investigation of the(2,1) 
forms which are the derivates of the semi-pedal forms in respect 

a ·'he I .J 
of the pertition,/Denoting by TE 'the derivate o° y, 1n 

I regard to this partition,we see that T7 is the sum of two terms 

which are the respective derivates of the two terms in the ex 

pression¢/ for7Td,y).Now the derivate of 4&n/~is simply-k; 

and the derivate of0)0/2jy)being the derivate of form of 

rank one in respect of a partition not its ow,considered in l 
) 

is the product of)and the symmetric bilineer form//j+(xcj) . ) 

which corresponds to the involutki determined by the psirs 0/,j. 
Thus 

&3 
Consfder the first term in this expression.It is a(2,1) corres 

pondence in which9, correspond to each other,thet is to say,an 

auto-correspondence;its fixed points consist of ,and the fixed 



points of the involution(Yi) that is,the extremities of the 

diameter ,&, Perpendicular to@3/ .Thus the first term in6'3 is 

the auto-form of the right-angled triangle«,,, :the second term r 

is the polar form,and therefore the auto-form.of the equilateral 
} 

triangle p"9(2). Thus the forms TT,' for different velues of3are 
t the auto-forms of triangles of the pencil{»,, f{Now by 55 

the right-angled triangle<,is pedo-perpendicular to3/,and 

therefore pedo-parallel to the triangle/'owhioh is the pedo 

perpendicular equilateral triangle of 6g .Thus the pencil{3, 

{''y is a pedo-parallel pencil containing an equilateral member 
( fo ,and therefore s null pedo-parallel pencil.Hence 

the pencil TI,' (which is the derivate of the semi-pedal 

pencil IT' in regard to the partition)/an) is the pen 
6%, 

pencil,whose orthocentric locus is the diameter through. 

We recall now the four remarkable members of a null pedo-paral 

lel pencil,spoken of in5·2 .Two of the remarkable members in 

the present case evidently correspond to the two terms in the 

expression63 £orT' .A third remarkable member is the other 

right-angled triangle in the null pedo-parallel pencil of6l, 
which by'26must have its right angle at the diametrically op 

posite point of a ,end the diameter parallel to/for its hypo 

teneuse.Now the diametrically opposite point of corresponds to 

the linear form@v99sand the involution of chords perpendi 

ular to@y,to the symmetric bilinear form»cp3xi0%»ocene 

the auto-form of this second right-angled triangle is of thek. 

{c+08{9ccj9 +jp'Be0}. 

cil of auto-forms of triangles of the null pedo-parallel 



future reference: . n 
1TG,) = j9&890090irp)- &»{fol 
Te)= j)4¢9x)943y)1) +(7)l), =j)(3909799+7)9), 

=@j"croy «20<4P+ &7)707), 
given by515 ,snTT,%,TT by45• fl/ where () is 

It was seen in262that the pedal correspondence has a particulsr 

Accordingly,by l:l ,there must exist values of},which make'«,y) 

equal to this auto-form.Using the value 51sf0or £',we can verify 
i? "that these values are=if'supposing that TT')becomes 7Ti,)) fr 

k==J ,we see then by symmetry that the derivates7TIJEoPTTt,) I i 3'y d 

in regard to the respective pertitionsij/68/,/jkgare given by: 
[.9;) = {«9j) +994}{@&9cpjB0+99jpc,3¢9n)¥ 

l' 5 1%9;))= {\78)+\){@9'4099+99))«9)3] TT 09,))= Ska. exp.--. 
To shew thatTTj)is the pedal form,we have to shew that it arises 

from the collinearity of the feet of the perpendiculars.Let be 

a given point,y'¥""the values of y which correspond to > in[,7,, 
TT respectively;also let4/,orrespond to x 1n TT).Sin@eTI, 1s 

the derivate o? TT we have a relation of the form 

Te,y) = &'@cj909Y)+ ()Wey) 
This relation,interpreted as a linear relation between three bi 

nary quadratics in y ,clearly implies that the three chords ¥},¥ d 42j 

0Yy' are concurrent.Similarly($,91.rx") are concurrent, 

But,as has been seen elresdy,2',xy,xy" are perpendicular to0Y, 

«4~ respectively.Therefore the feet of the perpendiculars from x 
on the sides of~@/ ere collinear,the line of collinearity being 

h#,so that TT/@x,y)is indeed the pedal form. 

The different shapes obtained for the pedal form may be set dow 

here for 
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type of closure at infinity;namely}=,} correspond in it to= 
(1)/-') respectively.This type of closure does not characterise 

e.4C 
exclusively,the,or even the semi-pedal,correspondences;it be 

1 • f t " //- l. S- C( JJ ongs in 'ac to the family of oo =oo pedo-similar corres 

pondences studied in the next section.The exclusive property of 

the pedal correspondences TJ among these ltter,is that if.be 

the diameter through , =< corresponds in TT to ¥ 53,/ • 
(28)THE PEDAL FORM AND THE AUTO-FORN. 

From 36,the(/2) auto-form of3/ ,namely the form which has ' 
A4e». G e 

for auto-pair,and3Y for its fixed points,is,of the shape: 
?@Gj930)08603p)07),«46)=80j)w)6Y 

We shall find it convenient to denote by ))e certain multiple 

of this auto-form;namely 

%·$¥ A0,y)= ? 2090j)080)99%5)00). 
4 (3y)0/)040) 

We notice that A0x,x) = 2Ci)' 0909/9)· 
. . . 'L. . 

Putting now x=iin67 ,we have I)=(~x9c07)/77).Hence 

TI,)+))/G0,@x0/9G'p;;) vanishes when x=e .Therefore there is 

an identity of the form 

%f Tex,)+)94390/42p)= kc·oe99), 

where is numerical,and from the closure property of the pedal 

form,hex,)is simply the auto-for6'% of9/ .Putting;=x,° 

see thet must be equal to l • 

This relation 6] may be reached in a more instructive way.It 
I 

was seen in 'l that the derivate pencil TI, of the semi-pedal 

pencil TT' consisted of the auto-forms of members of a null pedo 

parallel pencil,and three semi-pedal forms (namely,the pedal 

form and the two terms in the expression 6/ ) were found,which 



corresponded to three of the four remarkable members of the null 

pedo-parallel pencil.The fourth remarkable member is thet of the 

shape (9)(903the auto-form of which is(0390;).Now TT' can have 

the derivate g9900))=T,' ,only L£ TT' has the factor )).Thus 

there is a semi-pedal form@(ox9l0y),having the factory3);ad 

and from the closure property or7' A)must be an autoform » )',  
The harmonic property of the four remarkable members of the null 

pedo-parallel pencil(5l)easily shews that the values of ky in6/, 
·2 which give this semi-pedal form are:}-ij.Wemey now verify that 

6·1 25@00890Y0<'pip-4&y){&}=TT,p32»09<p9))=40#9p), 
Au A9Gp)si-'y 6·. 

Ne have in(27),(2s)r~ached a fundamental theorem of our subject, 

which we may set forth as follows: 

The semi-pedal pencil of£ Y contains,like the null 

pedo-parallel pencil,two harmonic pairs of remarkable 

([o members;one of these pairs is composed of the pedal form 

TT(x,)) and the form of rank one98p) the other,of 

the defective polar form of the pedo-perpendicular egui 

lateral triangle of g/ ,and a form of rank two,namely 

the product of()p) and the (1,2) auto-form of 8/. 
The geometrical meaning of the harmonic property of these four 

members is obviously,that the pedel line of x bisects the join 

of with the orthocentre of6~3Y • 
(29)HE PEDAL AND THE SEMI-PEDAL ENVELOPES.F 

From()it follows that the pedal envelope (namely,the envelope 

of the pedal lines of ~/) is a rational envelope of the third 

lass,with the line at infinity for its bitangent.From the clo 

sure property,the points of contact of the bitangent are 'j% 



9 
hence the envelope is e three-cusped hypocyoloid.It may also be 

seen that the pedal line of a point near i is the tangent to the 

envelope at a point neer4 .Allthisjs equally true of any _semi 

semi-pedal correspondence. 

The concurrency system of the pedal correspondence of «s/is the 

system of triads of points,whose pedal lines are concurrent.It k 
2.  

is clearly a linear c-system.The pedal lines of ; being each 

the line at infinity,it follows that the concurrency system con 

tains the singular pencil v\ ,and is therefore e pedo-parallel 

system.Now the chords which correspond to a,, Y in the pedal,or 

in any semi-pedal,correspondence of «,)/ ,are simply the perpend 

iculars of the triangle ) ,which are concurrent at the ortho 

centre.Thus &4' belongs to the concurrency system of every semi 

pedal form defined by it.We have therefore a theorem which en 

larges still further the content of "pedo-parallelism": 

the concurrency system of the pedal or any semi-pedal 
6'I] ¢ 

fd Torm of <3/is the pedo-parallel6system of // '. 

From(I,7 a semi-pedal form 7~xy)can be written 

%l T,)=&9/9y)-- R ta94490)0p20 

t 
We shall term K the measure orTT;we shell also call the chord }, 

I 
which corresponds to any in TT,the k--pedal line of x in 

respect of 49y,and its envelope the k-pedal envelope.By compar 

ing67,{'y,it follows that the k-pedal line of is the line 
) 

Parallel to,and k times as far from the orthocentre as,the pedal 

line of x .Hence 

the --pedal envelope results on uniform dilatetion of the 

bl3. pedal envelope from the orthocentre,the constant of dila. 

tation being K • 



dis 

to half its linear dimensions.Hence: 
' contracting E from O 

the line-triangle xxx, .Hence the theorem. 
I 

As an immediate application,the cusps of F being the orthoe 

l , , , , , , , Iv t li s 14 1 .,1. 1 t centres of the point-triang..es<'ks',pssyY'x» .e on ,r6,/',8 

tances 3p from (513) .By 6l3 the pedal envelope is obtained on 

In particular for k-so ,we have the form@9xoyj )'hose en 

velope lies wholly at infinity.For k=o ,we have the form>oyj,,) 
whose envelope is the orthocentre and the circular points.Fork2 

we have the envelopeF of the defective polar form,defined by 

the pedo-perpendicular equilateral triangle <"yof 4gy. 
The three tangents to E from any point axon the circle are the 

chords joining x to its second polar point x' and to its first 

l ·t ·t rJg th t po..ar po1ns 4,,,ln respec: of«Ky's.lence one of e three ·an 

gents to E from any point on the circle is algebraically dis 

tint from the other two.It can be shewn from general reasoning 

that this necessitates that E should have triple contact with 

the circle.As a matter of fact we see directly that it hes 

triple contact at«"g"y".From lll it follows that the cuspidal tan 

tangents of E are the diametersa'''y'' where 'g'Y' is the pedo 

parallel equilateral triangle of dgY • 
The envelope E is also the locus of orthocentres of 

bl4 line-triangles pedo-parallel to &~)/• 

For,let,,be a diameter,and let xx,be a line-triangle pedo 

parallel to &~)/.The pedal line of is then perpendicular to 

2(578),and therefore parallel to x, .Hence by5Tl,touchesE; 

front may be shewn that the point of contact is the reflection 

of,in 2x .But the reflection of,in x is the orthocentre of 
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the nine-point circle ofdg/ is the in-circle of its 

pedal envelope,the points of contact being the midpoints 
f II I/ I/ 

0: 04,o@0f• The cusps of the pedal envelope are situated 

on radii vectores from the nine-point centre N parallel 
I4 to $4,16,5¥ ,at a distance?p from it.The pedal envelope 

when shifted through e distance }-Os parallel to O becomes 

the locus of nine-point centres of line-triangles pedo 

parallel to«@Y .The point of contact of the pedal line of 
t 

Cwith its envelope,lies therefore on the join of O with 

the orthocentre of the line-triangle xxx'pedo-parallel 

The algebraic distinctness of one of the tangents to E from an 
point#on the circle,from the others,reappears after contraction, 
as the distinctness of one of the three pedal lines through any 

point on the nine-point circle,from the other two;the distinct 

ness arises from the proposition,that the pedal lines of the ex 

tremities of a diameter meet at right angles on the nine-point 

circle the third pedal line through their intersection being con 
t"" ' 

consequently,of an algebraically different character from them. 

Fram 6l3&/ we now easily obtain: 
2 
the centre of the k-pedal envelope is in OS at a dis 

tanceg.0from O .If the pedal angle between two co-ortho 
2- 

centric triangles is 6 ,the --pedal envelope of one is 

6/z_obtained by turning that of the other through an angle29 

about its centre.Thus for a given k ,the --pedal enve 

lope has alweys the same dimensions,but takes its o din 
3 

ferent positions in the plane for the < inscribed tri 

angles0~ .The position of the centre of the envelope in. 
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dicstes the particular orthooentri pencil to which3/ .,. 
belongs,while the disposition of the envelope about its 

centre indicates the pedo-parallel system to which.(Y 
belongs, 



q 

87.THE PSDO-similar forms. 

(30 )DOUBLE SPECIFICATION BY MEASURE-DEVIATION. 

The most general(3,2)forms which have closure at infinity in the 

manner of the pedal form (that is,in which y=» correspond to= 

721 respectively),we call "the pedo-similer forms".The pedo 

similar forms involve/2-%=6 parameters,and include as special 

cases the semi-pedal and the pedal forms.Thus,there are o pedal 

correspondences, oo' semi-pedal correspondences,and a'peo-simi 

lar correspondences.Since the angle-property 5/ is simply a 

consequence of the behaviour at v ,we see that 

7.J the angle-property5']holds for the general pedo-similar 

form. 

This theorem suggests a specification of any pedo-similar form7Tix 

by means of a basal triangle6g/(which,be it noted,is not in 
! 

general the fixed triangle of7T ),a parent semi-pedal form7W))f 

measure k ,defined by0/,and a "deviation" 9 .Let x be any 
A 

point on the circle, a' the point such that xsx' is equal to the 

angle of deviation° .If ),be the k-pedal line of' in respect 

of43/,then the correspondence (#)is clearly a pedo-similar 

correspondence;it is defined in respect of the basal triangle.4gj 

and is said to be of measure-deviation,8) .We shall also cal,y, 

the (K,0)-pedal line of x in regard to43/.Since there are to 

Parameters k,8 in addition to the three in the choice of the bes. 
; 

al triangle,it follows thet ell pedo-similar correspondences 

will be covered by this specification.Also,from our construction 

the set of (k,)-pedal lines of4gy is composed simply of the k-e 

dal lines of«g.Hence 
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the envelope associated with the pedo-similar form,with t 

7_ the basal triangle43f,and the measure-deviation&0),is 
simply the k-pedal envelope 0f3/. 

Hence,as in 6'I/ ,the concurrency system of the pedo-similar form 

is a pedo-parallel system;if we now rotate ·3through an angle -8 

about the centre,into the position'gy',then the (k,0)--pedal lines 
of,p'y'ere clearly the -pedel lines of4,3y,which ,being the per 

pendiculars of the triangle~/,are concurrent.Thus a''belongs 

to the concurrency system.Since the pedal angle between-gr'y'is-"8 

the concurrency system of a pedo-similar form of devia 

1, tion 9 is the pedo-parallel system which makes the pedal 

angle Z; with its basal triangle. 

le have now to examine in how many ways a given pedo-similar cor- 

respondence can be specified in this manner by a basal triangle/ ) 
a measure k,and a deviation O .We shall find there are precise 

1 two specifications,,e)A~wherek=-,,9-r;the two pos 

sible basal triangles A,,A, are what we are going to call gssoei 

ated triangles. 

The theory of associated triangles depends on the following im 

portent property of the null pedo-parallel pencil: 

If«9/is an inscribed triangle,there are precisely three 

Points t:t.- I,. � which have the property that their k--pedel 
) ' 

lines in respect of ~/ pass through their diametrically 

opposite pointsa',le'.For different values of ,the trian 

gle«l&belongs to the null pedo-parallel pencil which con 

tains p)/ .Conversely,any two members3/a4of a null pedo- 

parallel pencil are such that there is a number ,such 



thet the 

through 

fThet there are 

[of 

-pedel lines of a,6¢ in regard to4g¥pass 
their diametrically opposite points. 

exactly three points a,lcis clear from the fact 

I' 

it 
that,$care the finite fixed points of the(TT)-pedo-similar cor 

respondence with the base.l triangle@/.To prove that the peneil 
{«pY,akckis s null pedo-parallel pencil,let O be the orthocentre 

of4~/,and let our fundamental circle be called .Let ax be any 

:point onC ,and 
let�be 

divided atJ in the ratio .1c:.;ct.-.k.)•The lo 

cus off is then e circle '; O is clearly one of the two centre4 

of similitude or,d',let 0,be the other,so that 1£$'be the 

centre of',oand0,divide' in the ratios-£, .From the proper 
2) 

ty of the centre of similitude,it then follows thet the join of 

f to the diametrically opposite point ofx passes through0,for 

all positions ofx .But the join off and the diametrically oppo 

site point of is the pedal line of ox ,when is at ,6,or€, 

Thus the kpedal lines of a,b, are concurrent at 0,and therefore 

by 6II,dcis pedo-parallel to3/ · 
It was seen in (25)that the members of the pedo-parallel system 

of9¥ are in linear correspondence h} with their orthocentres.It 

is also eesy to see that these members are also in linear corres 

Pondence , with the point of concurrence of.the -pedal lines 
K 

of their vertices in regard togy.It is immedigtely verified that 
·· te.l at ikW'gs-tame.A6Le cg ft 2. rcc ·' A 

th' member4 14 ," corresponds espeetivel to,} ,in 8 as well 

as i 4 p this it easily follows that the point of concur 
'· rom 

rence of the k-pedal lines ofe,leis obtained from the ortho 

centre of al by a uniform radial dilatation from the orthooentre 

0£43¥.fhus we have the theorem 
the join of the orthocentres of two pedo-parallel tr±an 
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For,it is clear from the symmetry of 7% that a'l'' must be asso 

lated in respect of some modulus ' with p' .Here ' must be 

4 rational function ) of k ,such that R{R}-identically. 

HenceR must be a homographic involution.Now the o--pedal line is 

ciated modulus-k with a'le', 

gles A~a6c contains the points of concurrence of the 
k- pedal lines of the vertices of 

77 

either in regard to the 
Fence the orthocentre or k¢lies 1n the 1ine 00, ,at s["ff; 
diameter through O .The orthocentric locus of the penc11 {gr,de} 
which must be e line(2t),is thus shewn to be e diameter,so 
that the pencil{«@/is a null pedo-parallel pencil (5). 
We shall say thet the triangle a'¢' (where ',6'e'are the diametri 

ally opposite points ofa,6¢) is the triangle associated with.4g¥ 

in respect of the modulus k .Now the pedal angle as well es the 
...... - 

entipedal angle,between two diametrically opposite triangles de 
) 

e'is ;that is,le and't''are pedo-perpendicular,as well as, 
anti-pedo-perpendicular.But,since3/al- belong to a null pedo 

parallel pencil,their pedal,as well as their entipedal angle va 

nishes.Hence 

the triangles associated mod with/are,for different 

values of k ,the triangles diametrically opposite to the 

]{ members of the null pedo-parallel pencil containing0/; 

thus associated triangles are pedo-perpendicular,as well 
l 

as anti-pedo-perpendicular. 

This indicates that the relation between associated triangles is 

a symmetrical one.lore precisely,we have the result: 

1r a'd''is associated modulus k with3/,then 48/is esso 
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the auto-chord,and therefore the triangle associated modulus O 
with dis the co-orthocentrio pedo-perpendicular triangle of k.Again the 2--pedal line of in regard to.g/is the Join of 

with its second polar point in respect of its pedo-perpendicu 
lar equilateral triangle."3"y'(5mg»)It foll0is that the triangle 

associated mod 2 with g/is «'g'".Now the pedal line of in re-' 
nH 

gar to"Y bisects ,and is parallel tog{(58).Hence the pedal 

line of d will pass through its diametrically opposite point,if 

'--.Thus Re)-o,and Ry.-2.Hence R=- . 
We may now state the fundamental property of associated triangles; 

A 
If x,' be variable points on the circle,such that x5'6, 
the k-pedal line of x in regard to D,,can be ,for all po 

T% sitions of x ,the !-pedal line of x'in regard to a sec 

ond inscribed triangle l ,only 1£ 0-TT ;then k' must be • 
equal to-k,and/),is the triangle associated mod kwith2,. 

Ye easily see that there are only three positions2x,,xx0fxwhose 2·3 ) 

d. ·t· I I I .s> I -pedal lines pass through the corresponu1ng pos1 ons,,.9fx'. 
Hence if a second triangle A_ with the required property exists 

2- 
It i + e ') at all,it must be x,x,'x,.Now the ·k-pedal lines o: ,,%5.n regard 

I 2'3 

to x,'x,,are the perpendiculars of the triangle '',and are con 
4, 

current;hence the k-pedals of ,,,in Tgard to 4sy are con , 
current,so that xx.xis pedo-parallel to.4/ .This involves that 

sT3 . bet.Acea 
the k-pedel line of should be parellel to() ,so thet 

1 1 I ,x,,,1• d: id .111 Th! the triangle h~v~ their corresponing s: tes para. .e.. us can 
A 

not be unless O-IT, 
I t I 

IR6- TT ,then from our definition A=' is the triangle asso 

ciated moad k with 2, ,and by7'l, A, is associated mod-K with4, • 
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triangles l, ,, we can shew,as in 77 
2.. M. 
def 

might also shew the same thing_by' considering the A 

k-pedal line of either extremity of the diameter containing the 

A 

If z,x' are points on the circle such thatxS'=6 ,then sin0e 

()=99jg 9 ,we could taxes",-,'=&-#iww9,discarding 

the scalar factor&? .Hence the (k,e)-pedo-similar form defined 
2 

by the basal triangle0} can be taken to ?° 

7/0 nt"@,)=rn = G',y-(-v@a9g'9m°'0)» 

. e %) 1,+) 
where ' = ()x+ V-ta5(w" d 

We notice that TT involves the parameter linearly,and the pe- 

rameter'a.,to the third degree.Henoe, 

the fired triangles of co-basal pedo-similar forms TT,of 
belong to a pencil F ;the fixed tri 

given deviation » ° 

From the reciprocity of the 
I that k --kK,We 

f ow supposing that ax' is the diametrically t opposie point of , 

1f())is the k-pedal correspondence of 2, ,then the correspon 

dence(') must be a semi-pedal correspondence of 4, (since the 

chords corresponding to,x,x, are perpendicular to their opposite 

sides).Suppose then,that it is the k'-pedal correspondence of A,' 2 

orthocentres of A,A_.Hence it follows that 
2 

the (,0,)-pedo-similar correspondence of the basal trian 

gle l, can be expressed in only one other wey as the(',@) 

79 pedo-similar correspondence of D_; k'-K,B,6,+TT,and A, is 2 '2 2 

the triangle associated mod k with A • 
It is seen from this that the deviation b of e given pedo-simi 

lar correspondence is determine to the modulus 21 ,when the 

corresponding basal triangle is given,but determinate only to 

the modulus TT when it is not given· 

(31 )TE CO-BASAL FAMILY OF PEDO-SIMILAR FORMS. 
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angles angles of cobasal pedo-similar forms of given measure k 
60.d- »add constitute a cubic family(} .Since the z, ·P W pedos4miler form 

7/ of sivn measure has.3y for its fixed triangle,it fol 

lows that contains the basel triangle for all values ofk. 

The system q-cois the set of fixed triangles 
o�J> 

shapef::t:x')cpx',,cfiA�Pdl 

that is,it is the congruent system of g/ studied in(26).There 

are two values of k for which apparently becomes a pencil.It 

is clear first of all,that the pedo-similar forms of zero meas 

ure are,from the definition,simply the products or(~ with 

auto-forms of triangles co-orthocentric with08/.To be more pre 

cise,we see from the angle-property 5/ that the fixed triengle 

of the [0,9)pedo-similar form is that co-orthocentric triangle 

which makes the pedal angle -g with the basal triangle.Thus: 
2 

C;is apparently the orthocentrie pencil of'the basel 

7y,triangle483.The fixed triangle of the (0,6)pedo-similar 

form is that co-orthocentric triangle which makes the 

pedal angle -9 with9/. 
Again the semi-pedal form of measure 2is the defective polar 

form;consider the pedo-similar form of measure 2 and deviation 9. 

The fixed points of the form are clearly the points € such that 
p 

the pedal of° €' is parallel toc',where €se= 6 ,from which it 

may be easily shewn that the fixed triangle is an equilateral 

triangle which makes the pedal angle[_owitha«g/.Hence: 

The system Gis apparently the pencil of equilateral tri 
2 

angles;the fixed triangle of the (2,)pedo-similar form is 

that equilateral triangle which makes the pedal angle[E-9 

with the basal triangle· 
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Any pencil+, has a member in common with eschG;;in particular, 

from72,7/3,we see that F is the pencil determined by the two tri 

anglesl_e,r, ,which ere respectively the oo-orthocentric and 
I5-6 

equilateral triangles making the pedal angles indicated in the 

suffix,with4y .Now since F, contains an equilateral triangle, 

its members make a constant anti-pedal angle with the basal tri 

angle(16).By 521we see that this constant anti-pedal angle is 

simply the pedal angle between the co-orthocentric triangles4_a 
2 

and ~/.Hence we have the theorem: 

the anti-pedal angle between the basal triangle,and the 
7%4 fixed triangle of a pedo-similar form of deviation0,is-SE. 

To obtain the orthocentric locus ofF ,let Obe the orthocentre 

0146/, O' the orthocentre of the triangles}'y'obtained by turn 

1nz4~81 through an angle -e about .Then so= 0',and oso'-s.By7/2 

713,F contains an equilateral triangle and a co-orthocentrio 

triangle of 3¥,so that its orthocentric locus is s circle(524), 

passing through $O .Also the (@0,9)pedo-similar form 
• I t I its fixed triangle is 'g'Y .Therefore 

745 the orthocentric locus of the pencil F is the circle $00! 
The pedal angle is determinate to the modulusTT ,while,since the 

basal triangle is own,the deviation is determinate to the mod 

lus 2TT .Hence,1if a member of G, is given as the fixed triangle, 

then 9 is determined modulo2TTby72,and therefore the pedo-sim1 

lar form end the corresponding pencil' are determined uniquely. 

Put 1f a member ofG is given as the fixed triangle,then 7/3de 

termines & only to the modulus"Tr 
,an�e 

are two pencils� of 

the form - .Hence 4 4+1 



where 

7/% 

, =-(+ P) 
x, = (2-) 

2 ,=(2-) = -»(+). 
If we represent the cubic71by the point(%8pf three-space, 

the tetrahedron of reference would clearly be the osculating 

tetrahedron atI,J to the fundamental cubic C of(26),namely the 

tetrahedron whose edges are the chord IJ,the axis IJ ,and the 

tangents atIto ' .The equations 7/are then the parametric 

equations of the cubic scroll: 
2_2- 

111 (&,+8)¥,=(s). 
Supposing A,wto be fired,the eauetions 7/&give the generators F 
of this scroll.Supposing K to be fixed,the same equations are 

lo7 

In general the pencils F, establih (1,1) 9 ' .sl a , correspond 

ence between any two systems(d- ,in particular, between(Z ' z 
end G; .The case=21s however exceptional;the pencils 

establish a (1,2) correspondence between d_and anyd ,in a T' 
particular between(-and ( .Hence the totality of fixed 

2o 

triangles of a co-basal family of pedo-similar forms con 

stitute a ruled-cubic system. 

These results can ell be directly verified by a geometrical re 

presentation of the type indicated in (26).For this purpose we 

write the(k,6)form in the shape 7·10,namely 

r",y)=Tr'',4)= TT'y)-(-9</'') Q'6/)4277) 
t • • .: Ji8 where x'= ()+~)j,so that A+ <@' po =o· 

sing %7 we find that the fixed cubieTr'ox,=TT'reduces to: 

717 ,9'@39j4yj)+g>4j)07)0+-9¢9299899%+999}, 
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the parametric equations of a twisted cubic C .le easily veri 

fy that d passes through the point corresponding to the basal 
k 

triangle,namely the point('1-1),and that it passes through the 

points[.J (which are the pointsx, Xof reference),and hes the ' 0' 3 
same tangents atIJ as the fundamental cubic (namely)· 
Thus the cubics pass through five points,so that any two of T.. .= 

them constitute the complete intersection of the cubic scroll 

with e quadric,One particular - ,namely C_ represents the con 
'k, eo 

gruent system of the basal triangle,and therefore has not only 

the same tangents,but also the same osculating planes at IJesC. 

For k-2,d, becomes the chord ITJ (hitherto called G,(749)) 

counted twice,and the lineF ;fork=o, (d- becomes the line 
k 

through (I-1,1,+) meeting the tangentsXX,XXgtIJ (hitherto called}-) 
'' e ·23? 'o/) 

and the tangents stIJ .Thus d (that is,the chordIJ) is the 
) '2 

double line of the scroll,and as already proved,the generatorsF 
8 

establish a (1,2) correspondence between dandG_. 
2D 

(32)THE NET OF PEDO-SIMILAR FORMS WITH A GIVEN FIXED TRIANGLE. 

Since the pedo-similar correspondences with a given fixed trien 
·2 gle / constitute s linear system,it follows that the tots 

lity of defective pedo-similar forms must constitute e pencil 

contained in every such system(l) .But we kow that the defect 

ive polar forms of equilateral triangles are semi-pedal forms 
t 

and do constitute a pencil.We conclude therefore that the only 
defective pedo-similar forms are the defective polar forms o? 

equilateral triangles.Since~v4/7is a particular semi. 

pedal form with the fixed triangle40 ,it follows that the ge 
neral pedo-similar form with the same fixed triangle di?° ers 
from(e9)(99(/)07)77 by the defective poler form or 



an arbitrary equilateral triangle:othe «i 
¢ erw se expressed,the 

rates,in respect of the 

milar net determined by 

deri 

partition •0//; of forms of the ,pedo-si 
pet 

the fixed triangle &3/ ,are thie,forms of 
equilateral triangles. 

I If a«' be the chord perpendicular to8) ,the derivetes in 

respect of the partition</8/of forms of the same pedo 
720 similar net,are the euto-forms of triangles of the equi 

lateral system determined by the Euler point sc', 
This theorem is the natural extension of6l ;for,the semi-pedal 

pencil ofd3/ is obviously contained in the pedo-similar net de 

termined by the fixed triangle3Y ,and we can easily verify 

that the null pedo-parallel pencil of ' is contained in the 

equilateral system or7·20 .To prove 720,we see from //7 et3¢thet 

the derivates in respect of <7]gy@differ from the derivetes in 

respect of«9//j ,namely the poler forms of equilateral triangles, 

by a multiple of the derivate of)0~0/)in respect of··j/4% 
This last derivate was seen in(27to be the auto-form of a right 

angled triangle,whose right angle dis at & ,and whose hypote 

neuse is the diameter perpendicular to ~Y .Hence the derivates 

in respect of <)/g/of forms of the net ere auto-forms of trian 

gles of the equilateral system containing this right-angled tri 

angle.Since the Euler point of a right-angled triangle is the ex 

tremity of the chord through the right angle parallel to the hy 

Poteneusewe have the result stated,from 27, 
The problem of finding the basal triangle when the fixed trian 

&le K9/ and the measure-deviation(k,0) are known,can be solved 

analytically by adapting eauetions ±7l%to a slightly different 
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X,k_.Thus the system of beasel triangles ,A,A,Ais a conic-system 
? 

T"3 
of the type mentioned in 52L.Hence by 524, 

the orthocentric locus of the basal triangles of pedo-si 

o-ordinate system.Let the point(Xx, : " ' , tow represent the cubic 
3-% ? 

Xii () :let X,X,4_$, corres; ud t ti '' Yh• o3 pon ;o ;he fixed triangle and A_IA_Ato 0 1 2 3 

the besel triangle.It may be shewn that 7/ now becomes 

72] (A,X,,)KA,A, (A,X-A.X)X? A,A 3 K32 '2°3 '1 '% ') 

and the equetions l1$could now be written 

8,= -»X,(-)(+K) 
7·22 , = -} (}+K(-+k)) 

,= ,Uk+P)(+) 
A, = j&(-)¢+Rm 

These determine the basal triangle.When the fixed triangle and 

and fixed triangle 8y is th 
I 

orthocentre of3/ and O' is 

G ere known,72shews that the locus of/A,A,AAMs a ('•'' '1/7 

the points of reference X,Xand through s point in 
6 2 

milar forms of deviation P 

the line00',where O is the 

sueh that $o'-$0,o%'e 

the deviation 

conic through 

We may also find the basel triangle in a more instructive way. 

Consider first the following problem: 

The K-pedal line of a given point p in respect of en n 

72l own inscribed triangle'g'yY' passes through a given point 
. f I I 

6.It is required to specif 41. 
I I I 

It is clear that the possible triangles 'g'Ybelong to a linear 

-system L,and are therefore epolar to a certain triangle40}. 

lle specify Lby means of its equilateral member and its ortho :2- 

entrie pencil (25).Joinp@end produce it to 0,so that O&0»=.The 

orthocentric pencil of O clearly belongs to l_ .Also join5p end 

diride 1% at&',so that$&'p-:a.Then the particular eguileteral 

F.dad 
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triangle in respect of which the pedal line of p is parallel to@q' 
is clearly the required equilaterel member o° L .Thus Lis known. 
Now the assigning of the fixed triangle al.c or ( g) .dc + cu-' 2(56) pe .o-simi 

H 
lar formTT is equivalent to the statement that the -pedal lines 
of«l,6,¢'in regard to the basal triangle or 7r"pass respectively 

through b,e ,where a'de'1s obtained by turning cl through en an 

gle 6 about 5 .Thus the basal triangle or 7Tis determined as the 

triangle common to three systems of the type L % 

We may notice one other result in this connection.The k-pedal 

lines of p in regard to members of en pedo-parallel pencil con 

tained inl must both pass through @end be parallel,and must 

therefore be identical.Now it is clear from 2l,that the only 

point which has the same k-pedal line in regard to members of a 

pedo-parallel pencil is the focus of the parabola of5·2)that is, 

the point } such that@jk is a member of the pencil.Hence ;h be 

longs to every pedo-parallel pencil of L ,so thatv is apolar 

to the apolar triangle/of l- ,or} is the Euler point of·0/. 
We have therefore a property of the Euler point: 

The k.-:pedal line o:f the Euler pointt of o£f(>in regard to 

1 
all triangles apolar toc,(;1 f passes through a fixed point Q; 

·25 · 6dis the point which dividespO'in the ratio2-kK,where o 
is the inverse of the orthocentre of3in the second 

fundamental circle (6·25). 
3)TE STRUCTURE OF THE MANIFOLD OF PEDO-SIMILAR FORMS. 

A pedo-similar form being one which is complete 'and closed et+4 
in the manner of the pedal form,it can by 2lbe written le}: 

3 C. )&e0¢by) 
726#"(,)) = (/7)+ 097 4' 
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Mwhere from the closure ·t property o£TT' it follows that@adyfis 
an auto-form.It was seen in/6)that the shape7·2.6£orT7was not 

3 2 
unique,but that(u) and(ly)could be simultaneously replaced 

3 . ) by@44)64) and(ex<by)r6)0) respectively.Thus for e given 
WI the 3 t", e possible forms(x)are members of a pedo-parallel system/,, 

,ul?-wrs»j 
and the possible forms(-by) ere,members of a second pedo-para 

llel system .Now it is clear from the form 72dthat 4, is the 

concurrency system or 77 ;hence by 73 ,if e be the devietion 
/( 

of Tf',L, makes the pedal angle --9e with the basal triangle of 
If 1 

TT'.Also from the form72%,the auto-chord of° c in regard to@>6xj 

is clearly parallel to the chord which corresponds to 2 i ". 
2. angle with It foll0ws therefore that(g?)(bakes the pedal 

2 

the basal triangle.Hence we deduce that 

1Pe be the pedal angle between the pedo-parallel sys 
I 

tems L-,,±,the deviation oPTis either 0 or0+I.In part 

icular,the necessary and sufficient condition that the 

form TT"given by 7·26be semi-pedal,is the pedo-parallelism 
3 2- 

of(g) end (x)bx)• 
It was seen in(6)that the representation 726could be rendered 

3 · . 
unique by choosing@gx) to be apolar tog(),that is,to be of the 

form},cit,yr representing an equilateral triangle.If we also 

write the auto-form()cy' in the shape~up0)rp))(3·7), 
e " n ' we have the unique representation of TT' in the form: 

72$ +"e,)=\p\{+«-fr.y}+€9y{es+gin9!j 
· If 

le shall t b$ A4.4 3B, the six co-ordinates of the form JT, ermpP,'y··' '2 

To find the measure-deviation of a form in terms of its co-or 
TT// x "J 

dinates,we first find the co-ordinates of a form / given 
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the following equations 

; #=j)=° 
Y,: h=B)=o. 

generating regions: 
Y: ±=r,= 
Y. i)=8=° a7. 

for the measure and devietion of the formT7" with co-ordinates}n,A 
2 

''j"a 

{ 1' � _ 1 · , 8 • '2... (A ') _ , _ 1 .r-; e B, s : 

1. 
v e = ,,._ /',.., i;) +- !"""" ;.,_ l - t> J � ,-.+-,., ,,_ =- o, • 

30 y4' B) ·., = j)+ 7.=°· 
We now represent the form7r with the co-ordinatesk,±,A,,D, by 

/( a point[f'with the same co-ordinates in a five-dimensional spee2. 5 

which corresponds to the pedo-similar manifold.The forms with a 

given measure K or a given deviation @ will then correspond to 

two families of quadrics U 7,whose equations are given by730, 
7 

We see that the general quadric,as well as the general quadrio 

Vis singular,with the same line of vertices L ,given by the 

equations }= p,= j)-(G)-0.The points of L- correspond to what we 

may call the singular edo-similar forms,namely those oft the 

shape9pp)here C may be arbitrary· 

SinoeUV aa/ are cones with the line-vertex L ,they have two 
e k 

distinct systems of generating three-dimensional regions passing 

through L .The family of quadricsU have leerly the four common 

n= -?} 
•= -) . 72 A--·{a5P+ Pj} 
B- {aje-&Rf 

On eliminating P@ from these,we obtain 

where 
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regions: the four common generating 

+,=j)=¢ 
• k-@v= 2. 

The quadriesV have similarly 

,: h-G=· 
': k=(i)=° 

The two familiesUVhave thus ' 1n common the two generating regi 
ons),,I;;the system of generating regions of Tory ,to which 

',1, belong will be called the secondary system,and the other 

system,the primary system. 

The general primary generating regions of U, are easily seen 
5&he e' 

from 73to be given by the equations: "' . ,= 6c4),h.=-G; 
m7 ,-e4Shi)=-+kj)er. 7/ @! 

From the expressions 730 for the measure and deviation it fol &tat ' 
lows that and~ are respectively.on these generating regions. 

Hence we see that 

7 
the :primary generating regions o:f� or'T{ represent :ta- 

3) milies of forms with constant measure-deviation, 

In particular,the primary generating regions,,%,_of TI represent 

respectively the products of((with auto-forms,and the forms 

of rank one.Since and heve the secondary generating regions 

%, common, they must also have two primary generating regi 

ons in common;remembering the ambiguity in the measure-deviation 

of a pedo-similar form(71) ,it clearly follows from73)that 
T4 these represent two families of forms whose measure-deviations 

are or the shape {(&,e)• ,0mm)},{K,e+i)·k-,)· 
If in obtaining equations 727,we had replaced the basal trian 

gle by any other triangle pedo-psrallel to it,this would have 

meant that P, & Ln721 ere increased by arbitrary scalar mu1 

tiples o:f j J � respectively.It is clear that the following 
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relations hold between the co-ordinates i 7 .n 721,independently of 

such increase: 

& 
73 , R 

17Pis given,732 is satisfied by all forms of deviation 0 

whose basal triangles belong to a pedo-parallel system4similarly 

ieis given, is-satisfied by_al]forms of measure ;whose 

tem.But obviously, 

equations of the form ]52 represent secondery generating regi 

ons of i;r; respITTHi. oly .Hence 

the general secondary genersting region of TV ) re 

presents the family of pedo-similar forms of deviation% 

(meBare ),whose basal triangles are members of a pedo 

parallel system. 

The pencil of defective polar forms of equilateral triangles 

corresponds to a line ] ;the quadric~which containsM is none 

other than the semi-pedal quadric[, .Thes semi-pedal penoils, 

namely those of the type %l correspond to those lines on, which 

eet%% ana M• 



8.ITENSION TO SPACE OF DIMENSIONS. 

(4HE WALIACE CURVE. 

n6 

~denote by the symbol A(+..) the 
~.es·<.) ,)c)-· <) ' 
((<24y) (G,40)('g,) 'e) 

If we 

equation in 3 ,it possesses the roots3=%,, ,though onlJ 

or me@-) degree in3 .re identity ey e state +,,[}'i" 
ly more general form by polarising each side in respect 0r,3· 

determinant: 

we see easily that 20::&)14,4,) 
7 u, Li l' 

q,9 (:: ',4,4) =(-)) T " 

4 Lt'%·', 1 

N th t the Po int c on the norm curve C co r- 
ow,if we consider .a 

responds to the binary form@~j,then a point on the prime a' in 

b; nary form of the shape � X���� • 
finity corresponds to a '=l 

A norm curve in Euclidean space of dimensions,which has the 

property,that the feet of the perpendiculars from any point on 

qi) it to the faces of any inscribed simplex lie on a primmay be 

called a Nallgce curve.It has been.shewn by Dr.Richmond thet 

the Wallace curves are those norm curves,which intersect the 

prime at infinity in the vertices of a circumscribed simplex of 
6_ cdtahoe, Rokos4ls 

) the Absolute'The following is e sketch of a,proof of the same 

result on somewhat different lines. 

Let +,, be an inscribed simplex of a given norm curve C 

which cuts the prime at infinity in ,rd (all points onC 

being named by binary symbols).Using the symbol[+,] to 

denote(p,p,\UP,)··+U,),,we have a preliminary identity: 
Vrh)'s) ''') hh) '-') »-l pl 
t..r! , ck»'[ , .&£ 

m1 ,"-23,'3s"~'=Fi.» 
We mey prove this identity by shewing thet when regarded as an 
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z (or·'?5) 
lruS • = (e) 

the point ( of the norm 

_ .i- 8. e, 
r-1 $<)·Kt) 

the faces must lie on e prime for ell velues of ,so thet 

the forms Qy,Q, Qomust be linearly related.The condition for 
PK,° )» ') ' 

· 9)· <..)-.)-. .) 
•• 32@,, 

,S=1,2°· 
For (to be a Wallace curve,the feet of the perpendiculars on t 

where 

Thus the foot of the perpendicular from 

curve( to the face .<corresponds to the binery form@g=3re@, 

where is determined by the condition that this is apolar to 

9)«2,).Thus 

Q- to-{s._-e= 
¢ "> (&)·{) 

Py\.,, 
IRA A minors of the elements of the last column b »»'., be the 
of this determinant,we easily that :' ·' · c «)yx AC9,<.,7,:<) Uy_)-·'.,, SL a 1 -r+ 

A,_= IR]x ('r ') / · 12,4,«; ' "rs,,&«Ee'J£..1 0,12 
plk.gt) ) l' V'/ 

P. · o 02- 

this is the 

e take&,- ·X_to be the co-ordinates of the point,and takel,L·4 
' 

to be the dual co-ordinates,so that the Absolute will have a 

tangential equation of the form: >,'' =o° ,$=12 

Now, the intersection of the prime at 'f it; 'th inf'in. ;y wi ·,,<. is 

easily seen to have the co-ordinates 

l,= (0)Gd.)··<.) (-ta,)· 

Hence the pole of ,··in regard to the Absolute corresponds 

to the binary form 
4 

P,o => ks 7= 4 or k, 
Y=] 
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in~, 2 

I ' • 

.Thus ','°' is 8 

omplete (but not a closed) set of the pedal correspondence.Thus 

The pedal correspondence Tl in dimensions,as defined 

thus,is in contrast to the two-dimensional caselZ- 

complete,but not closed at infinitJ· 

' 

pedal ·1% £ v ±s the prime ''·' ' 
P" prime o: any " 

and 4,A, A.a simplex inscribed inC .Let the pedal prime of 8 

point 3x on G namely,the prime which contains the feet of the 

perpendiculars from on the faces of a°<.cut C in'y-· 

It is easily seen that the pedal correspondenoe (3,y)1s an(') . 
correspondence TT.Also,the perpendicular from any of the points 

on any feee of the simplex lies wholly at infinity,so that the 

Fence the determinant $·4 will vanish if° 
k «s zy- R$000)4[,..< =o )'Lo'r k-ii] F 0· 

Since this equation is linear i ¢ n ,we conclude that in any case 

there is always one po't dt int the feet of the perpendiculars from 

nhich on the faces of the ' simplex-- lie on e prime.IfC is 

a Nallsce curve,then 8'5 must be identically true.Replacing # 

by its expression 9·3,the coefficient ofp,on the left or3.5 1s. 
· 

ls '18·5 
15% 

(»)··<.,0,49·002 {_,'(€20y<'[. '} ; l [,«•,<] 
=o (',s)cg, "-7kn l 

mten,by·I ,vanishes 1£ » 4 ,ana 1sad#i ' 

(9)-- <,)[.4,--.Jt)-·«.soy<<-'.) L jk z) , a-r hi "/ 

1Ac.Hence 8· 5reduces to '.' ' 

..us)··<,)M')'.)·1'0f)·(-)= 0. 

r-.Irr 
It is obvious thet,if this is true for all values of·y,+ 
then p, must be zero for r=12,·.Thus for C to be a Walla0° 

curve the Absolute must be inscribed in ''%1 • 

5)TEE PEDAL CORRESPONDENCE ON THE WALLACE CURVE. 

Let( be a Wallace curve cutting the prime at infin1'J 



lt is easy to see also that the concurrency system of the pedal 

fomnT] Ls a linear system containing the singular pencil 

cs'. ; the analogues of "pedo-parallel' 
0)('·9)-«·+9G),Such systems are 1° 

· 
solute.There is a faint analogy between 2),and the circular 

Points of the two-dimensional cese.Thus the analogue of the an 

&le-property would be: 

If a homography on the curve with the fixed point54,),9° 
/ . 

ries p to}' ,then the pedal primes of p,p' make a cons 

tant angle with one another for ell positions of P • 

every pedal prime passes through a fixed region l n--3 

@, g dimensions situated wholly at infinity.In particular for 

the three-dimensional case,every pedal plane is parallel 

to a fixed direction. 

The pedal envelope has the prime at infinity for an n-ple prime, 

the corresponding regions of contact being the (-2)-dimensional 

regions which Join 4,,to '',y.Since the envelope is of class 
ad lo tepi. at Zl, gr- jle #e, 

kl(er (8) ),it follows that if any pedal prime P cuts the 
AN 

rime at infinity in a region! , (containing 4),there is a homo 

graphic correspondence between andL, .Since there are two re 

&ions L, which touch the Absolute,it follows that there are two 

Points 4,on the Wallace curve,whose pedal primes touch the Ab 

3y 2'l ,the existence of th e complete -set reduces the rank of 

1T to three.Hence 

e 'he pedal correspondence obtains no increase in rank 

through the increase in the number of dimensions. 

From the fact that the rank is three,it follows that all pedal 

primes could be expressed as liner combinations of three of them, 

This shews thet 
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are defined in terms of the ratios 

so that 

a series of angles P,, ,which 

ti t 
;' i%? 

by means of the equations 

«..- .-, 
h..t..,t..=e 

systems.Every such system contains a unique'equilateral" member, 

namely a member which is apolar to@o9·(),If two such systenE 

ontein the respective "equilateral" members 
' tl , t] . tl 

k,(9) + a%9) ·+d(), 
tt n t/ .tf 

}Uc) +Pi9·-·+ G, 

the analogue of the pedal angle''between the two systems will be 
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FOOT-NOTES. 

INTRODUCTION. 

(1)Maelsch: "Uber Binaren Formen a 
signeler Raume" Monatshert ru ,~id orrelationen mehrer-dimen 
fie iheors or fie mationai ii[';}Fyi.Mien_(g 5. 

Math.Soe. April 1921. IS:orms .on', Jour.of the Ind. 
()Pittarelli,Atti. della R.Acsd, Lincei.1385..1886 thenk Mr.F.P.White (St.John's Co11 j " - Vol.3.I must 
tetion to these memoirs or iris,ti%;_for hexing draw y at 
(4) Rck»o-dOo-a 0al-s a, tt walkaee yep»e { tte <cc..cud' Be.d.pg 

2. P334 ; Bake's- te a±a&oh.d tteoce. de.c,' dd 
p.33. ? 

Section 1. 
(1)See "On the Rank of th D :bl ° 
V 1 8 e ou .e- inary Form" Proc.L.M.S.Ser.2 

o. 24.p.3. 
(2)The Jacobian of +I binary ics ft= (x=el9)Ls the 
covariant @,«g.4a". •• .It is a c~nbinant of the 
linear sysi~mi,frki-», , ?he'aeobian may be verified to be 
a constant multiple of the determinant 

\ 
JJ",f-k.. Jv'Lf ,,__ d_,'l..f}<.. I uTu a! 

(3)The name "concurrency system" is suggested by s geometrical 
interpretation similar to that described in subsection (0).Let 
RR,pe rational norm curves in two independent spaces $ 

of ~nd - dimensions.To any point of RF makes coire~ 
pond y points, y on ,,or in other words,a unique prime (name 
l,an 5) in5 ;and vice versa.The x-groups on RR. whose cor 
responding primes in S pass through an arbitrary assigned 
point,and the -groups on R.whose corresponding primes in 
Pass through an arbitrary assigned point,form the two concur 
renoy systems L-, I, of I- .A/sill/The f~modifications 
which are necessary when a,y-are cogredient,are obvious. 
(4)See Grace and Young "Algebra of Invariants" pp5,4. 
(5)The term'ladder'is taken from Waelsch.loo.cit. 

Section 5. . I t 
(1)Some properties related to the points C (under the name of 
"punti di diramazione") will be found in Pittarelli.loo.cit, 
(2)I owe this symmetrical decomposition to s suggestion of 

Prof.H.F.Baker.  
(3)The brackets are omitted after the operational symbols F, F 
in order that there may be no confusion with the functional no 
tat1on, 
(4)These are characteristic features of the automorphic linear 
group of a non-singular quadric in space of any odd number of 
dimensions.and are consequences of the existence of two alge 
?raically distinct systems of generating regions on the quadric, 
;n space of one dimension, the quadric is the point-pair, and the 
o points which constitute the pair answer to the two algebrai 
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ally distinct systems of generating regions. 
Section 4. 

(1)Two pencils of cubics I,I'' are spolgr pencils,if any member 
of either is apolar to any member of the other. I is e null 2enilif any two of its members are apolar 

If binary cubic forms are represented by points in three 
space (as in subsection 26,infra),the forms which are perfect 
cubes will correspond to a certain twisted cubic C.The null 
pencils will then correspond to the lines which belong to the 
tangent linear complex T of C;apolar pencils will correspond to 
polar lines of the complex T.It is well known that two polar 
lines of T are met by the same four tangents of C;the meaning 
of this is easily seen to be that apolar pencils have the same 
Jacobian, 
(2)For properties of the syzygetic pencil of quartics,see Crace 
and Young,Algebra of Invariants pp197-208.For the study of the 
syzygetic pencil in relstion to pencils of cubics,Meyer's Apo 
laritat may be consulted;Study ="On the irrational Covariants 
of certain Binary Forms! Am.Jour. of Math. 17(1895). will also 
be found useful. 
(3)Let p' be one cross ratio of the point-pairs7, I,,so that 
the oth~r isl .Then it is easily shewn that the absolute inve 
riant of_(P,P' is ';; ,where»=pl .Again,if 9' be a cross ra 
tio of c)and thie pair of perfect squares in their pencil,and 
4=1'+± ,the absolute invariant may be shewn to be 5'·.If we 

represent quadratics as points in the plane of a £ursiental 
circle of centre S and radius p ,the points on the circle repre 
senting the perfect squares,then the ebsolute invariant of the 
quadratics represented by S and K may be shewn to be --} » 
where SK= PP. 
(4) 4/o shews that the third absolute parameters of the singu 
lar pencil [P. '],and the pencil containing a perfect cube,are 0 
and B respeotir~iy.It will be an excellent verification of° 4/, 
to obtain these velues directly.The former value can be obtain 
edby the method of limits,the latter by considering the pen1l 
@s£+a.Y}ea9on 'respect of the representation£7, RJ 
here ?=(g59)0'5·), F- 3@3+ 2 (@90/+ 3/9) 

Section 5. 
1)This might be verified algebraically.The canonical form !2 
of the auto-form of gY my be shewn to be 

kb<jgr6j)]~90/%, 
there,€Yj) is short for @jgj+{j)0Y 
By 3·% ,the apolar quadretic of this 1s 

>_98,± 
to,e eon41er%s{5?',$Reg±, or, ohrds 9} ° 

(BG0)()797¥)+(9<'7(20420' 3endicular to@/ zg e er=ea±f 5±,6 enora;g;~; ~#;is, aie a~ 
{5Rig«et ,se. e,"?I~. 3oisr mow+ gs .ar qudratio of the au'o 
7Gt} .Tis_,is easily sen,to be the,g7;; property or 
�For these two linear covariants and a re a e 
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the Euler line,see F.Morley "Some Polar Constructions" Meth.Ann, 
3,51. 

Section 6. 
(1)For the verification we may begin by using the following 
lemma: 

1 !(9,4be linear,andrnl,quadratic forms,the neces 
sary end surrii7a9on@gt±on that ,[ 

.as •58ft,» %, 
This follows at once by using the development in ladder-shape,yr3 
37 the application of the lemma it follows easily that ' W 

{€90+(vo9<pt3/9+997p90}- ~j'&9099'{3)co] 
is a polar form only for =] ;it is then clearly the polar form 
of: 

{i9+90}{g?0Y+'so)8-7)9806959+439090$%. 
This expression mey be verified to be equal to-4/co),where /@ 

is given by 515°. 
(2)Thus the concurrency-systems of all semi-pedal forms of ·3/ 
are the same. 5'I% shews the sameness of the concurrency-systems 
tor two particular semi-pedal forms,namely the pedal form and 
the defective polar form.The sameness of the concurrency-system4 
is also a direct consequence of %'/3 • 

It follows from l] and6·/ that the second rank covariant of 
en semi-pedal form of gY is a binary cubic whose roots 0or 
respond bo the vertices of the pedo-perpendicular equilateral 
triage of «8)/• 

Section 7. 
7(1)The theorem 723 may also be obtained by elementary geomet 
7 as a necessary consequence of 7/5 • 

Section 8. 
(1)The word "prime" has been suggested by Professor Baker 
denoting a fl~t =(-))dimensional space situated in a flt 

$!y dimensions. 
ga.st.ea p»p te es.Cl de le, &eke..le.c.. 

for 
space 
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